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BC News
Bowling Green State University

weather
Mostly sunny days and
clear nights through Friday with slow warming.
Highs Thursday mid 70s
to near 80. Lows Thursday night mid 50s to near
60.

September 9, 1982

Budget cuts cause
lack of student jobs
by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

In the past, students who were not
eligible for financial aid often relied
on campus employment for college
funds, but according to Deb Heineman, acting assistant director of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, some students may
have to look elsewhere for financial
assistance.
"Because of cutbacks, on-campus
employment is down this year ana as
a result, is definitely going to affect
how some students get through
school." she said.
"It's still too early to say, but I
would imagine this is going to mean
some students are going to rely more
heavily on loans. It may mean a few
won't be able to return next semester,
but I would say that number will be
very small," Heineman added.

students may now only have the funds
to employ two, and those two may
have had their hours slightly cut."
"Work-study (a government-funded
program based on financial need) is
where we've really taken a cut
though. Our budget for that program
was cut $80,000, she added.
This year, the Office of Student
Employment tried a new system of
posting jobs, which, according to Heineman, was more safe and orderly for
both the students and the employment
office.
In the past, jobs were posted on the
first day and students were crammed
in the Student Services Building for
hours, Heineman said. "It really was
a fire hazard, and was also unfair
since some students would cut in line,
she added.

"THIS YEAR, departmental offices
just don't have the funds to employ as
many students as they have in the
past," she said.

"THIS YEAR it worked out much
better. A lot of students camped out
overnight, but they were very orderly. Someone took the initiative to
start a list, so there was no line-jumping. The next morning when we
opened the doors we honored the list,"
she added.
Heineman said the new procedure
requires students to obtain a priority
number, which will allow them to pick
up two referral slips for each job
posted. It is then up to the student to

"An office that use to employ three

see EMPLOYMENT page 5

Heineman said the lower student
employment rate is primarily a result
of departmental budget cuts and a
major federal cut in work-study
funds.

Drying out:

BG News photo/Liz Kelly
With her kids away at school and her laundry drying in the sun. Rachaet Funk of 254 S College
takes time to enjoy one of the few remaining warm afternoons of summer.

Embassy attache rescued from Polish terrorists
BERN, Switzerland (AP) - While
authorities negotiated Wednesday
with terrorists threatening to blow up
the Polish Embassy, police spirited a
diplomat out of an attic hideout where
he had been eluding the armed raiders for two days, official said.
The mission's military attache and
four other staff members remained
prisoners of the Polish anti-communist terrorists, who are threatening to
kill themselves and their hostages at
10 a.m. Friday (4 a.m EDT) unless

in the

NEWS
Redefining sanity
COLUMBUS (AP) — Spurred by what
backers said was a public demand
for action, the Senate Wednesday
approved 27-4 a bill creating a new
insanity defense in criminal cases.
The measure, which now goes to
the House, establishes the plea and
verdict of guilty but mentally ill as
an alternative to the existing innocent by reason of insanity.
In addition, the bill narrows and
spells out the state's legal definition of insanity.
The bill was introduced in the wake
of public outcry over the insanity
plea turned in by defense attorneys
for John W. Hinckley, who was
charged with attempting to assassinate Ronald Reagan in 1981.

Triplet overload
ORANGE. Calif. (AP) — Doctors at
St. Joseph Hospital are perplexed by
the births of five sets of triplets
in eight months.
"It's exceedingly rare," said Dr.
Arthur Goldstein, an associate professor of obstetrics at the University of California-Irvine.
Before this year, only two sets
of triplets were born during the
hospital's 53 years of operation —
in 1934 and in 1975 — said community services assistant Valerie Orleans.
"That's why we were kind of
dumbfounded," she said

Paul salutes Holly
LONDON (AP) — Former Beetle Paul
McCartney and his wife, Linda,
joined more than 2,000 rock n' roll
fans in a nostalgic tribute to 1950s
rock idol Buddy Holly.
Wearing clothes of the '50s. the
McCartneys and others celebrated
what would have been Holly's 46th
birthday with a party and dance competition Tuesday night at the Lyceum
Theater In London.
Billed as "the biggest rock 'n' roll
party In the world." the event was the
centerpiece of London's annual
Buddy Holly Week, begun by McCartney in 1976.

martial law is lifted in Poland and all
political prisoners are freed.
A government communique said
Jozef Matusiak, an embassy attache
whose wife was one of eight previously released captives, was
"freed" by police officers, but did not
say how.
Sources said members of the security forces surrounding the building
had put a metal ladder up to the attic
window Tuesday in a rescue attempt
that later was abandoned, and there
was speculation this method was used

to rescue Matusiak.
Reporters were being kept 200
C"s from the police-ringed emy.
THE COMMUNIQUE said Matusiak was the "mystery man" in a
widely published press photograph
showing someone holding a white
paper out of the attic window and
gesturing to police hiding in the embassy garden below.
It said Matusiak was in his thirdstory apartment when the anti-corn-

Candidates Brown and
Celeste counter charges
during Press Club debate
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Clarence
J. Brown accused his Democratic
gubernatorial opponent of embracing
le "philosophy of despair" during a
debate Wednesday.
But Richard Celeste countered with
a flurry of charges, including a claim
that Brown has missed key votes
while serving in Congress.
The candidates squared off before
about 825 people at the debate, sponsored by the Press Club of Ohio. It
was their third joint appearance since
before the June primary.
"If you look at his record and mine,
you get very different impressions
than those created by my opponent's
rhetoric," said Brown, a Republican
congressman from Urbana.
"WHAT YOU find in his record is a
preference for a centralization of
power in Columbus and in Washington. My whole career demonstrates
my preference for local decision-making, he said, adding that he had
supported revenue sharing.
Celeste, a former lieutenant governor from Cleveland, said tax dollars
returning to Ohio from Washington
are decreasing. He accused Brown of
missing votes on $538 billion of appropriations in the past few years.
"We have seen our tax dollars coming back to Ohio dwindle as a consequence of the politics in Washington,"
Celeste said, "a politics in which
you've played a very prominent
role."
Brown said Ohio's ills stem in part
from policies of past Democratic administrations.
"I've heard nothing so far from my
Xient in this campaign that indihe's changed any of his views
from the 1960s, the 1970s, the Carter
years in Washington, the Gilligan
years in Columbus - and times have
changed. Jimmy Carter, George McGovern, John Gilligan, Dick Celeste
have embraced a political philosophy
of despair. The philosophy has
brought us 650,000 unemployed in
Ohio today," Brown said.
"I DIDN'T know I had company up

here on the platform," Celeste replied. "Goodbye George McGovern,
goodbye Jack Gilligan... ghosts of the
past," said Celeste, who was met by
the steady gaze of Brown from across
the room.
Brown said Reagan policies have
resulted in lower interest rates and a
lower rate of inflation. But Celeste
replied that there is no indication the
administration's policies are working, citing factory closings, soaring
bankruptcies and declining car sales
as examples.
Celeste said Brown has sponsored
203 bills during his 17-year term in
Congress, but only two resolutions
have passed - National Guard Day
and Management Week in America.
But "Congressman Brown is recognized as a leader in one area - and
that is as an advocate of decontrol of
oil and gas, representing the interests
of big oil and big gas companies in
this country," Celeste said. He said
that Brown did indeed oppose a bill
for the phased deregulation of natural
gas, but instead offered an amendment that was for "complete, total,
immediate deregulation.'
CELESTE SAID the Library of
Congress has estimated the legislaon
would have cost every Ohio family an
additional $250 a year in energy costs.
"Out of 21 amendments worthy of a
roll-call vote on the floor that have
been authored by Congressman
Brown, 12 of them have been related
to oil and gas and energy interests,"
Celeste said.
But Brown defended his position on
decontrol.
"Remember the trouble experienced in Ohio when shortages shut
down industries, even schools and
jobs?" Brown asked his opponent.
'•And gas is still under control under
rules written by your administration.
Prices as a result are up 400 percent
and still going up."
Brown said oil deregulation, which
he advocated, has resulted in increased oil exploration, a record level
of oil supplies and reduction in U.S.
dependence on Middle East oil.
see DEBATE8 page 3

munist terrorists burst into the emba"sy Monday and seized 12 hostages.
Military' attache. Col. Zygmunt
Drobuszewski, also had hidden from
the terrorists, but was found and
captured Tuesday and remains a hostage along with four junior staff members.
Bargaining over the telephone and
in one face-to-face meeting, police
won release of three prisoners Tuesday and five more on Wednesday.
They also gained a two-day extension in the raiders' deadline, origi-

nally set for 10 a.m. Wednesday. The the student and an older male staft
terrorists claim to have 55 pounds of member suffering from high blood
dynamite.
pressure.
Authorities believe four armed terThe Polish news agency in Warsaw,
rorists stormed the Polish Embassy PAP, said that the remaining hosMonday and took the original 12 hos- tages were Dobruszewski, Jerzy Rotages - nine embassy workers, two of jek. Stefan Piowar, Czeslaw Mroczek
their wives and a young Polish stu- and Czeslaw Antoniewicz.
Foreign Ministry spokesman, Tadent who was visiting the mission at
the time.
deusz Kochorewicz, said in Warsaw
that freed hostages reported the terBY WEDNESDAY morning, the rorists tormented their captives by
armed gunmen had released a preg- "simulating shooting and putting firenant employee and five other women. arms to their backs."

Crisis:
Country in need of math and science teachers
by Andrea Spencer
stall reporter

The quantity of teachers for secondary school mathematics and science
is reaching crisis proportions, Dr.
Sandra Packard, dean of education,
said Wednesday.
"More than half of the states are
having trouble finding math teachers
and lb states have termed the situation critical," she said. Packard
added that education and technology
professionals have become aware of
the shortage in the southern and western regions during the last several
years.
Packard said one reason for the
lack of qualified teachers in math,
physics, chemistry and general science is that qualified graduates are
being lured away by higher salaries,
fringe benefits and working conditions offered by the business and
industry which also require math and
science knowledge.
The number of maternity and sick
leaves, deaths, retirements and
crowded classes also contributes to
the lack of experienced math and
science teachers in the classroom,
Packard said.
THE PROBLEM is reflected locally
in the University's education college,
which produced only eight qualified
persons as mathematics teachers
from a spring graduation class of
2,100. According to Packard, in the
academic year of 1972-73, there were
55 math education majors.
The University's education college,
the seventh largest in the nation, has
received 450 vacancy notices from
around the country for math teachers,
despite the shortage of qualified graduates, Packard said in a news release
distributed August 3.
"The situation has been termed
critical and the problem is getting
worse," Packard said. "There are 900
student teachers located in northwest
Ohio and less than a dozen of them are

getting math and science teaching
certifications."
Alternatives have been proposed
and action has been taken. Marilyn
Bratz, coordinator of publicity for the
College of Education, said in a information release that "many vacancies
in mathematics and science classrooms are being filled by teachers
who are certified in other fields, but
who have been pressed into service as
a math or science teacher with emergency or temporary certification, be-

cause a regularly-certified teacher
was not available."
IN OHIO, 131 such emergency certificates were issued last year in the
field of mathematices, Bratz said in
the release.
Emergency certification requires a
teacher to obtain training to meet the
standards of the request, Packard
said.
Bratz reported that another incentive to decrease the shortage may

come from a state bonus system.
Some states offer bonuses to mathematics and science teachers, in an
effort to compete with potential employers from business and industry.
Senator John Glenn of Ohio has
proposed two bills to the House of
Representatives and the Senate that
offer major incentives for those who
are certified in the pre-college mathematices and science teaching profession.
One bill, the Precollege Mathematices and Science Teacher Assistance
Act, would provide funds through the
university to establish low-interest
loans, 7 percent annually, to college
students who intend to enter the math
or science teaching profession,
according to the July 15, 1982 Senate
Congressional Record.
A STUDENT may have 25 percent
of the total principal and associated
interest canceled for each year of fulltime service as a teacher of science or
mathematics in an elementary or
secondary school, according to the
bill.
The second bill, The Math and Science Education Act, states, "A tax
credit would be available to any firm
that employs a certified, full-tiaie,
precollege mathematics or science
teacher For the summer as long as the
employment is related to the applied
use of high technology.
"A tax credit is also available to
any firm giving qualified employees
release time for the purpose of teaching math and science in a public
school in accordance witn an
agreement with a school district."
Packard said she is in total support
of the bill proposed by Senator Glenn.
SHE SAID she believes that in order
to stay in the technological race with
other countries, our education system
must design the math and science
programs that gear toward high technology advancement for the future.
"Now is the time," she said, "because the young students need the
mathematical and science education
to advance themselves and society."
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Bromfield residents 9
denied "justice for all
The housing policy at the University is very strict and wellenforced. Every loft or similar structure built in dormitories
must pass strict quality tests. If there are ever any damages
inflicted on dorm rooms due to faulty structures or improper care,
the residents pay for them - monetarily as well as through
University reprimands.
Unfortunately for the residents of six rooms in Bromfield Hall,
the rules do not work both ways.
A short circuit in the rooms resulted in damage - and in some
cases destruction - of students' property. And in the true spirit of
"justice for all," the University's treasurer responded to the
incident with: "Any individual who brings property to the University is responsible for it."
What a double standard! If damage results from student neglect,
students are held monetarily responsible. If damage results from
possible University neglect (we doubt if we will ever hear what
really caused the short circuit), the students arc still held monetarily responsible. They not only have to pay to replace their ruined
appliances, but they run the risk of having to pay for damage done
to rented refrigerators.
What tops it all off is the University's curt allowance that if the
students really think the University should pay to replace the
items, they can file a claim through the Court of Claims in
Columbus. Remember, if the case is working the other way and the
student may be at fault, they can be "brought to justice" through
Student Court, with veto power held by administrator Derek
Dickinson.
Paul Ohm, a freshman who has been greeted by the University
with the destruction of his property, summed up our feelings best
when he said, "I'm very upset with the University. I pay everything
to the University but they won't cooperate when the tables are
turned. It's very frustrating."
You have our sympathy, Paul, but at the same time you have our
warning. You will find in the future that working through the
University's bureaucracy will only become MORE frustrating.
Especially when the double standard works like this.

University policies lead
to Misuraca's misery
If it's not one thing, it's always another.
That sentiment must be ringing sharply in the ears of Tom
Misuraca, director of the University Activities Organization. After
listening to repeated pleas for UAO to get a "name" performer to
play at the University, Misuraca went out and got us Kenny
Loggins who, aside from James Taylor, is the biggest name to play
the University since most of us have been attending.
But there always seems to be something holding poor Misuraca
back in his efforts to sell concerts to the University. When
promoting the Michael Stanley Band, Misuraca had to fight
complaints of repetition. When promoting Jefferson Starship,
James Taylor, and now Loggins, Misuraca has had to fight high
ticket prices, which are the combined result of the low seating
capacity of Anderson Arena and the high cost of guaranteeing
profits to performers.
The seating capacity of Anderson Arena has always been a thorn
in the side of the University. Because it seats only 5,100, Anderson
Arena has prevented the University's basketball team from scheduling any top-flight opponents for home games (unless you count
Chico State as being a top-20 team). For the same reason, ticket
prices for concerts are high so that UAO can meet a projected
break-even point in costs. That, coupled with the horrendous
acoustics in an arena designed for sports, has made Anderson
Arena a curse to Misuraca.
So in order to pay Loggins and his little-known guest, Jack
Temtchin, UAO is selling tickets at a price which burdens the
bankbooks of most students. If they do choose to pay, the students
are forking out $11 to listen to music which sounds like it is being
played from the bottom of a well.
The problem has been aggravated by the fact that Loggins
performed at Blossom last week and will perform twice at Pine
Knob this week; both are within easy driving distance from the
University. And tickets for those shows were listed at $8, with an
opening performance by the group America.
If the University ever expects to help Misuraca in his attempts to
satisfy the musical needs of the students, they are going to have to
provide him with an acceptable place to showcase the talent. An
outdoor performance seems to be the only alternative, but the
University is unwilling to forget what happened at the last outdoor
concert - the Poe Ditch Festival 10 years ago - when a variety of
"head bands" were scheduled, and a rainout led to rioting and the
burning of a building in the city.
Things change a lot in 10 years. We feel it is safe to assume that
there are very few students here who would burn down a building in
Bowling Green because the Allman Brothers were rained out. If the
University faces the fact that it bit off more than it could chew
when scheduling the Poe Ditch Festival, and is willing to swallow
its pride and start from scratch with proper organization for an
outdoor concert, UAO may actually be able to schedule some top
performers and have a chance to turn a profit.
And that would sure make Tom Misuraca's job a lot easier.
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Leading by inconsequence

Reagan deals in double standard
The president's last press conference was a typical exercise in charming inconsequence. He told us a) that
he decides by hearing all about a
subject; but b) the

COMMENT
by Garry Wills

American people should not act on
that method; and after all, c) even he
does not hear everything.
On the first point, Reagan denied
there was any problem connected
with a shift in secretaries of state
during the Lebanon crisis. He (the
president) is still around, and he
makes all the decisions, after hearing
from a number of sources, not simply
from the State Department: "My
system has been one, not of having a
synthesis presented to me of where
there are conflicting ideas and then
it's boiled down and I get a single
option to approve or disapprove."
The information carriers can be
changed and will, the president was
saying; he hears all and decides all.
But we know he did not hear all about
the Libyan planes or the U.N. vote,
since no one bothered to wake him up
for those matters. And he did not hear
all the pope had to say to him, since he
nodded off in mid-interview. That is
why his aides told him to get up and
say he is in charge - a claim as wild,
in its way, as Gen. Haig's similar
assertion after the assassination attempt. It is a little like Nixon telling
us he was not a crook. If you have to
say it, it's probaly not true.

frank with the American people and
tell them." But now he is not frank
and is not telling. Since we are not
able to judge for ourselves, he - when
he is awake -will do it for us.
Though the president disapproves
of the nuclear freeze, he has adopted a
freeze policy on information about
anything sensitive. He turned down
questions not only on Haig's departure but on Israeli conduct. This
freeze was supported by a filibuster.
The president gave extraordinarily
long ^canned" answers on three other
subjects to eat up the time left for
discussing more delicate matters
(which his aides do not trust him to
speak about with sufficient skill).

TO TOP IT ALL, he refused to say deceiving Reagan was when he said
anything meaningful about Israel be- there was no dissent among his forcause he claims he is being kept in the eign policy advisers, that they were
dark on that subject. Of cluster bombs "one Dig happy family." But he tells
he remarked, "We were caught as us things equally absurd today. Just
much by surprise as anyone." AU that when his closest friend abroad, Marmoney spent on intelligence, and on garet Thatcher, was attacking Ameriaid to Israel, yet we can neither ca's reversal on the Russian pipeline
acquire on our own nor extract from contract, he said: "I think mat has
an ally information that is vital to our largely been eliminated and they
decision-making process. We are sup- have confidence in us again." No one
posed to give arms and then go to can deny that he has an ingratiating
sleep, and the president finds nothing way of telling us what is patently not
to complain about in this arrange- true.
ment.
Garry Wills Is a political analyst
Now that Messrs. Allen and Haig from Baltimore. His column Is preare gone, we can see how deceived or sented by Universal Press Syndicate.

STILL, THE PRESIDENT at least
presents as an ideal the hearing of all
sides with no pre-sifting to reach a
"synthesis." But it is an approach he
does not want to share with us. He
announced that he had come to the
Eress conference not to answer quesons on the Haig dismissal. His biographer in the press room reminded
lum that he was critical of Jimmy
Carter when that president would not
discuss, in enough detail, the resignation of Cyrus Vance as his secretary
of state. Reagan's answer said, in
effect, that papa knows best: "Lou, if
I thought there was something involved in this that the American people needed to know with regard to
their own welfare, then I would be

Late summer in D.C.:
Vacation doldrums leave Capitol reporter scrambling for news
WASHINGTON - With a few leaves
beginning to turn color, a slight nip in
the morning air and the haunting call
of the voter-wary congressman biting
through the marble columns, autumn
is coming to the nation's capital.
Congress returned from its August

HUMOR
by William Kronholm
recess on Wednesday for a last flurry
of work before the November election. For many here, it was a relief for
the lawmakers to return, if only because it means that August is over.
August traditionally is Washington's deadliest period for reporters.
With Congress in recess, the Supreme
Court out of session and the president
and much of the bureaucracy on vacation, there just isn't much news.

For some, however, the doldrums
are a golden opportunity. Public relations experts, drooling over the fresh
scent of unfilled news pages, eagerly
cast out items that ordinarily would
be scorned by reporters throughout
the city.
Courageous and strong-willed reporters dump these items even in
August, scrupulously maintaining
their high standards. Without such
standards, you would be reading
items such as these, all of which were
carefully delivered to reporters during the final week of the August doldrums:

v
RESPOND

WE HAVE A VERY UNUSUAL
CASE HERE / DURING AN
OPERATION TO REMOVE A
BRAIN TUMOR WE MAD TO
REMOVE PART OF THE CORTEX.

Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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could help reporters with any questions.
• The Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, in a full-page, singlespaced press release, announced that
the commission has abolished FERC
Form No. 67, "Steam-Electric Air and
Water Quality Control Data."

"I'm in good shape," he told reporters who were interested, and many
The statement said abolition of the
who weren't. "I've been running regu- form was "part of a continuing prolarly, and I've just completed a 150- gram to review and streamline the
mile bicycle trip through my home collection of data."
district, so I'm not worried."
However, the commission added,
• J. Erich Evered, administrator of the late Form No. 67 is being replaced
the Energy Department's Energy In- by a new form. No. 767. which reformation Administration, announced quires most of the same information
that the EIA's estimates of U.S. re- from many of the same people. But it
serves of crude oil, natural gas and is "a more abbreviated version," the
natural gas liquids have not changed. commission said.

• Hill and Knowlton Inc., one of
Washington's most prominent public
relations firms, announced that the
president of Florida Columbus Exposition Inc. would be available to brief
reporters on plans to commemorate
The Energy Department's press
the quincentennial of Columbus' land- release listed the names and teleing in the New World.
phone numbers of two specialists who

WAITING ROOM ONLY

The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything of interest to the
University and community.

That event occurs 10 years from
now, in 1992.
• Rep. Don Ritter, R-Pa., defending
champion among the ranks of U.S.
representatives, offered a status report on his training for this week's
three-mile Capitol Challenge foot race
in Washington:

William Kronholm Is a reporter
covering Capitol Hill for the Associated Press.

Kehoe, Stepanski & Hatcher
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Beautiful and brawny

'Men of BGSCT invade bookstores
by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

They're big. They're brawny. And
they're hanging in residence hall
rooms across the University campus.
"They" are the "Men of B.G.S.U."'thirteen of the University's most attractive males featured in Northwest
Ohio's first male pin-up calendar.
The inspiration behind the calendar
is Andy Howell, a senior marketing
major from Cincinnati, who claims
that, while a college male pin-up
calendar may be new in the Bowling
Green area, the idea is really not
unique.
"Actually, I got the idea last vear
when I heard about several college
calendars in the west that were doing
very well," he said. "I thought it was
a great idea, but I really didn't think
seriously about doing it myself until
Christmas break."
"Over break, I saw the 'Men of
Michigan State University' calendar
and things started clicking in my
head. I thought,'I need to do some
type of practical marketing project, I
haven't been able to get an internship.
and B.G. doesn't have anything like
this on the market,' " Howell said.
"THAT CALENDAR really
inspired me and I started getting all
sorts of ideas," he added.

Debates

■ . . from Page 1

A question on collective bargaining
drew another distinction between the
candidates.
CELESTE SAID he favors collective bargaining and opposes the Ferguson Act, which stipulates firing of
public employees regardless of

putting together a ca
the University's'"cream of the crop"
took a lot more than just ideas.
Howell needed a fashion consultant,
a photographer, a graphic designer
and 13 attractive males who would
agree to have their picture displayed
in dorms, offices and wherever else
calendar purchasers decided to hang
them.
To find the models and select the
clothing attire, Howell employed Suzanne Golnick, a senior fashion merchandising major, as his fashion
consultant.
"It took us two-and-a-half months to
find exactly what we wanted," Golnick said. "We looked everywhere bars, classrooms, parties - you name
it."
After Golnick and Holwell found
approximately 100 men they thought
were suitable calendar material, Tom
McKenna, the graphic designer, took
test shots of the potential models.
"ONCE WE got the test shots we
had several girls help us pick out the
final 13," Golnick said. We wanted
men who would appeal to a crosssection of college women and I think
that's what we ended up with.
"We have athletes, fraternity men,
independent's and scholars. Some of
them look seductive and some have a
'baby-face.' They're clean-cut college

whether their strike threatens the
public safety.
Brown said, "When the public
health, safety and welfare is threatened, public employees ought not to
strike. ' He suggested that perhaps
the Ferguson Act should be modified
to make that distinction.

1
You'll be ALRIGHT when
you get your tickets for . .

men, and I think they're representative of the University."
Although the models themselves did
not receive pay, they may benefit in
other ways.
"We're sending copies of the calendar to 10 modeling agencies out of
New York and Chicago, and all of the
models can have free reprints of the
photos in case they want to start their
own modeling portfolio," Howell said.
"We have already had inquiries on
two of the models from a major mail
order catalog and a firm out of Toledo."
HOWELL WOULD not say which of
the models had received the inquiries.
In addition to receiving exposure to
agencies, some of the models are also
receiving media coverage.
"PM Magazine" of Toledo's WTOLTV was at the University Tuesday to
interview Howell, Golnick, calendar
photographer Mark Oberst and several of the models. The show, which
has a viewing audience of over onehalf million, will air the calendar
episode on Sept. 29.
And, as model Shawn Potts, a senior liberal arts major, has already
discovered, there is new attention
from University peers.
"The other day I was in the Union
and I saw these girls looking at me
and talking," he said. "Finally, one of
them came up and said, 'Are you the
May model?'"
Potts, a member of the University
football team, said while most of his
teammates and friends were happy
he was selected as a model, his
mother was the most excited.
"MY MOM thought this was great,"
he said. "She came down last week-

end and bought six copies so she could
give them to relatives and some of her
friends."
Another model, Paul Abendroth, a
junior finance major, said most of the
comments he has received have also
been favorable.
"Most of the people I've talked to
thought it was a great idea and were
really impressed with the way it
turned out," he said. "I'm on the
basketball team and some of the guys
have kidded around about it, but most
everything I've heard has been positive.''
Abendroth said he does not feel the
models were exploited in any way.
"This whole thing was done very
professionally, and I don't think anyone was exploited. I really give Andy'
a lot of credit for following up an idea
like this. It's amazing a student could
do all of this, he saia"
HOWELL SAID sometimes he is the
one who is amazed at the way things
turned out.
"This is by far the most practical
education experience I've ever had,"
he said. "I've taken all the theories
and principles I've learned in my
college courses and put them to practical use."
The calendar has only been on the
market for two weeks, so Howell said
it is too early to tell whether it will be
a financial success.
"Our initial print was 2,500 copies
and I'd like to think after we hit the
Toledo market and the area small
towns that we might be able to go into
second printing,' he said.
"But if we don't, it will still have
been worth it. To take an idea and see
it work, that's the most rewarding
thing about this."
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Suzanne Golnick and Andy Howell

Theta Chi
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THURSDAY
50' TACO NITE

Invites all interested men to our Rush with
the Alpha Chi Omega (|» Sorority tonight at 7:30
in)^\the
Northeast /r\ ir\ Commons.

at
&SUB-ME-QUICK*

5-9pm

HAPPY HOURS 5-7pm

Miller Lite on tap
Wi

OB

Eat in or carry out
(No Delivery on this special)

with special guest to be announced

SATUDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
8:00 PM Anderson Arena

143 E.
Wooster
Sueess Through Brotherhood

(Doors open at 7:00 PM)
All Seats $11.00
Tickets available at
Union Ticket Office
1st Floor — Union

DO

If you spend
more than
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2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

500 E. Wooster

"BY THE TRACKS"

$

88 $

29

8TANDAID CLEAK GLASS
SINGLE VISION LTNS Ri
• -400 TO -»O0 CYL

88

49

STANDARD GLASS
BIFOCALS
.-400 TO-100 CYL

InctuoVig your choc* ot ow 1000 currant Iran* tMhront Tinted, puttie
own. out 01 nock leneee. priced hrgher

Also 1222 W. Wooster

JOSTENS

GOIDRINa
SALE

15 Off 10KU>ldS30 offuULkM

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.
THE PRICES WE ADVERTISE
ARE THE PRICES YOU PAY
Nature** you don't buy eyeglaieee every week, but when you can save
MO. $4D or 150 on a single pair ol glasses that's a sav*ig «ortn a trip to
BUfllWGTON OPTICAL
Our karma and kamaa coma kom tha unta reputable manulacturart at
those at the moat eipenerve oploana No mattar hoar much you spend.
you can't BUY Patter or more prcleaeronal toting and service than ours
EYES EXAMINED BY Of) KENNETH G BAKER 0 0
•on tuts aw .tjo-a. THuas »IM SAT tioi loaouotrfo isu*

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

SEE TOUR JOSTENS REPRESENTATIVE.
-

^^Burlinqlon
^B^ Optical INC

....

r
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DATE

Wednesday & Thursday September 8 & 9

TIME

10:00 — 4:00

PLACE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday — Friday, 8:00 —5:00
Saturday, 9.00 — 5:00
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'Sub-contracts alter habits of
graduate student assistants New national church formed
by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter
Teaching hours have often interfered with graduate assistants' study time
on assistantships, but this
year graduate students
will be using "sub-contracts" to coordinate their
work and study hours, Karen Aldred, president of
the Graduate Student Senate, said.

OMEK IETTH

LAVAUERS

In using a sub-contract,
students and their advisors
will determine the actual
work load of each student,
Aldred said. Any discrepancies between work and
study hours will then be
avoided, she added.

Aldred said.
"(In previous years), we
never Knew about problems until a student got
below a 3.0 or complained
about not being paid
enough," she said.

THE SUB-CONTRACTS
"It's difficult to teach a are a joint effort of GSS.
lot of hours and still study graduate student advisors
enough to keep up the 3.0 and Dean Heberlein,
average required by the Aldred said. Each group
Office of Admissions," drew up a draft of the
contract and met to approve one of them.
The sub-contracts will be
IK MM* CHAM
handled by the Senate's
Graduate Student Welfare
Committee. They will be
reviewed by members of
the committee and filed in
the graduate student ofCam. in Mid IM our complMt lint
fice, she said.
of frrtwiUty - tonrHy J«w»lfy.
"It will put a burden on
the Welfare Committee,
but I believe it will solve
about 95 percent of our
problems, she said.

Klevers Jewelry Store
125 N. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio
Hours:
Mon
10 - 8pm
Fri. 10 - 6pm
Tues.
Wed.
10-5:30pm
Sat. 10-5pm
Thurs.

EXTRR CHEESE

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!
September 9-16

OSK for it when ordering

352-5166

Free Delivery

40% OFF
SELECTED BLAZERS

ONE COUPON PER PI2ZP.
EXPIRES PS POSTED

"COUPON

?5OO00O00O9O00C««OOS0SeeO0090O

JoAnn's

1 FREE POP

by Carolyn Van Schalk

staff reporter

Since the new state law
raising the legal drinking
age to 19 was enacted on
Aug. 19, many freshman
have been trying to adjust
to the fact they cannot
drink alcohol.
Several 18-year-old University students expressed
discontent with the law,
citing social restrictions
and exclusion from college
activities as results.
Jacque Burnett, an 18
year freshman majoring in
elementary education,
said she is angered about
the law.
"I think its stupid because the new drinking age
was made for high school
students so it shouldn't be
enforced here," Burnett
said. "I've been drinking
since I was 16 years old
and I think drinking is

with the purchase of any small pizza

Full and Part-lime openings
available for children in our

1084 S. MAIN ST.

352-5166

(Next to McDonalds)

DaylCare Nursery School
Program

352-0059

J

Audrey Gorsuch
Orator

Ladies' Apparel & Accessories

• COUPON >©oooeoaooooeo<

DEAL

FULL

HOUSE

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL INVITES
INTERESTED
MEN
TO EXPERIENCE FRATERNITY RUSH

%HnMnWal
HMO

ALL

SEPTEMBER

9

O

BGSU FRATERNITIES HAVE A GREAT DEAL TO OFFER:
SOCIAL**ACADEMICS**ATHLETICS**BROTHERHOOD
All Chapters Open From 7:30-9:30

"DRINKING AND going
to bars are a part of college
life that freshmen look forward to and now we don't
get the chance," McQuilkin said. "Also, you can't
go out with upperclassmen."
"I only have one more
month to go and at least I
have another birthday to
look forward to, so for me,
I guess it just doesn't matter," she added.
Julie Sebo, a freshman
accounting major, said she
is not upset that she can't
drink, but added she still
sees problems with the
law.

"Its not the drinking that
bothers me, its the fact
that were not included anymore," she said. "Its like
an extension of senior high
(school) and not like college," she added.
Some students said they
were not upset by the law.
"Its no problem at all",
Dave Jessen, a freshman
ore-engineering said. "We
have beer in the 'frig right
now. People don't seem
very strict about it at all."
NANCY SCHOPPS, a
freshman majoring in special education, sees some
good in the new law.
"The good thing is the
social life won't evolve
around just drinking," she
said. "It can prove you can
have fun without drinking.
The problem is it's just so
new.
Many of these students
said they have found ways
to try to get around the
drinking law, such as finding people to buy alcohol
for them. Four of the students interviewed admitted to having false
identification.

Again tomorrow!
One Menz

OPINION
MIKES PARTY MART
1004 S. Main BG (Next to McDonalds)

Clip and Save!!!!!
i

I 50* OFF
I PEPSI 16 oz. Ret.

!I

25«OFF
DORITOS 8 oz.

PARTY WITH

P0

O

HAPPY R°
HOURS W
4-6pm & O
9-10pm p

^ FRI. &
%i

o
0210pm-2am

M

WOOSTER LAUNDRY
pen E r
[""FRMWASTTJ ° 7 ;m fflght
I WOOSTER LAUNDRY I
(Located in rear of Wooster Wine Shop) ]

Clean
Well lite

Music
IConvenient location

|B^^n£=j^^&iM-

Amp|e parking

M

The Gamma Phi Crescent
Moon Shines on...

(Located behind Wooster Wine Shop)
Judy Blough

Wendy Hyer
Christian Kirchoff
Kristin Koranda
Marian Marchiano
Tracy Meredith
Sharon Mog
Kim Partain
Michelle Partelow
Jennifer Peterson
Michelle Pvater
Deborah Preston

Susan Bowker
Jeannine Bumbu
Patricia Continenza
Nancy Davis
Karen Fillmore
Laura Gray
Leigh Hollingsworth
Sandra Honour
Kim Hughes
Maureen Hughes

Melissa Riggins
Carolyn Ritchey
Karla Romer
Angel Schapal
Julie Scholz
Diane Sorz
Jennifer South
Rebecca Surdakowski
Lynn Tanner
Kelly Tiedt
Barbara Wike

.the Gamma Phi Beta 1982 Pledges!!
w

w

i

OFFER GOOD THRU SEPT. 16,1982 J

of

Valid September 13-16
Mon. thru Thurs. 11am -12 midnight

The 686 Lutheran Church
in America delegates met
in Louisville, Ky. and representatives of the 100,000member Association of
Evangelical Lutheran
Churches convened in
Cleveland, Ohio.
There are 18 different
Lutheran groups in the
United States, which were
formed when various ethnic, immigrant churches
combined during the last
century.
The formation of the new
Lutheran church would
Esther 98.8 percent of all
utherans in the United
States into three national
bodies.

o
AIRBORNE
E
3

th

GRAND OPENING

enacted, it didn't apply to
you. I think it should be
that way here, too."
"Its like being a freshman in high school all over
again but not knowing
whether you are really in
high school or still in junior
high", she added.
Stephanie McQuilkin, a
freshman elementary education major who will celebrate her 19th birthday
next month, said she feels
somewhat deprived since
the law change.

ISKEWooiUr
MMlMHon-WK

IF YOG ARE
LOOKING FOR THE
CINUSGAL COME
VISIT THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF CALICO
SAGE & THYME
BASKETS
RIBBONS
CARDS
MUGS
CANDLES
DRIED FLOWERS
CALICO
♦ SAGE & THYME PH (419) 352-5417
♦
115 CLAY ST.

YOURSELF

THURSDAY

"IT'S NOT just missing
the drinking, but missing
the chance to socialize and
meet people", he said.
Roberta Sopko, a freshman pre-law major who
lived in Maryland when
that state legislature enacted a similar law, said
she had a solution to the
problem.
"I think they went about
it in the wrong way,"
Sopko said. "Everyone's
just trying to make a dollar
and we're the ones that
have to suffer.
"In Maryland, they enacted the Grandfather
Clause. If you were 18 on or
before the date the law was

DAY CARE CENTER

Free Delivery

nion with Episcopalians.
"I hope we can look
ahead with the sense that
we're not going to do this
just to get the job done, but
to manifest the (Holy}
Spirit's work being done in
the church today," said
ALC Bishop L. David
Brown of Iowa.
Some members of the
Iowa delegation failed in a
last minute attempt at the
San Diego convention to
soften the commitment,
and urge further study of
doctrinal differences between the American Lutheran Church convention
and the 2.9 million member
Lutheran Church in America.

great!", she added.
George Schmelzle, a
freshman business administration major, said he
believes the law will affect
the social life of 18-yearolds.

First United Methodist

or large sub
Rik For It Wh»n Ordering

ONE COUPON PER PIZW
EXPIRES US POSTED

Evangelical Lutheran
Churches.
The delegates representing 2.3 million church
members nearly unanimously passed a resolution
on the timetable for the
new church, to begin functioning Jan. 1, 1988 if subsequent biennial
conventions approve the
work of the 70-member
commission.
They also overwhelmingly passed a resolution to
discuss with the Lutheran
Merger Commission in
Canada relations between
the two proposed churches.
All three conventions
also were considering a
plan to allow joint commu-

Drinking law frustrates frosh

This has forced graduate
students to teach more
Last year GSS surveyed classes each semester,
graduate students to esti- Aldred said. For example,
mate the hours spent tea- 30 speech courses are ofching and those spent in fered each year, she said.
classwork. Of the 200 stu- Ten courses per quarter
dents who returned the were offered on the former
survey, some "inconsis- University academic
tencies" were found in the schedule. Now, there are
number of hours students 15 speech courses offered
actually worked and the each semester, which
number stipulated in their causes more work for stucontract.
dents, she added.

on any size pizza with on* or MM
additional items

pT^gpollo-s

Three Lutheran
MANY STUDENTS do
not know they can include churches, holding simultathe time they use to pre- neous conventions in three
pare for the class and to states, voted nearly unaniSade papers as part of mously Wednesday to form
eir work hours, Aldred a S.S million-member body
said. Since some subjects that will be the nation's
require more "prep time" largest Lutheran church.
The church conventions
than others, it becomes a
in California, Kentucky
factor, she added.
and Ohio also voted to esAldred explained the tablish a 7f>member comsurvey will be used to com- mission to iron out
pare last year's results doctrinal and structural
with future working hours details of the new, church.
The agreement was
for graduate students. This
year sub-contracts will be reached by delegates repusedasa "type of survey." resenting the three
However, uie conversion churches - the American
from quarters to semes- Lutheran Church, the LuChurch in America,
ters has caused some prob- theran
lems. Graduate students and the Association of
are required to have at
least 12 hours of course
work on semesters, as they
were on quarters. But they
must spend more time teaching, also, she said.

■»•—**■—*•»«—<*
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Employment
. . . from Page 1

set up an appointment with the place
of employment listed on their referral
slips.
Heineman added that the Student
Employment Office gives out five or
six referral slips for every one job
opening.
While Heineman was pleased with
the new employment procedures,
some students were not.
Melissa Burrell, a junior fashion

merchandising major, said she preferred the old svstem.
"I WENT OVER about 4:30 a.m. to
wait in line and by the time I got my
referral slips I had already missed
two classes," she said. "I called over
to make interview appointments with
both places but the one told me he had
already hired the person for the job.
"The library went ahead and set up
an appointment, but before I interviewed, the man said they were going

through the motions of interviewing
(even though) the jobs had been
filled." So now I don't have a job,
Burrell added.
Another student, who does not wish
to be named, said she had a similar
problem.
"I waited in line overnight both
nights and got my referrals. Because
of my classes, I had to schedule my
interviews later in the day, and then I
was informed that the positions had

already been filled." she said.
"I lost two nights of sleep, and
missed a couple of classes for absolutely nothing, she added.
HEINEMAN SAID the Office of
Student Employment is aware of the
fact that some employers are hiring
before they have interviewed all «
the referred students.
"It's a problem we're aware of, and
we're trying to convince employers
that they must interview all of the

to use the new svstem.
"There are a few kinks in it that we
want to work out, but we'll probably
continue to use it much the same as it
is. With jobs so scarce, we want to use
the most fair process," she said.
According to Heineman, there are
approximately 20 regular on-campus
positions that have not been filled yet,
Despite the referral problem, Hei- and about 30 available work-study
neman said the Office of Student jobs. She said student wages range
Employment will probably continue from $3.35 to $6.00 an hour.

referred students in order for the
process to be totally fair," she said.
"I want employers to realize that
interviewing students is important
just like interviewing professional
people. When there's a professional
position open, it isn't filled before the
application deadline," Heineman

USG approves nominations
by Doug Lllllbrldge
staff reporter

Cabinet nominations and
appointments were the
central topics of concern at
Undergraduate Student
Government's Wednesday
night meeting in 114 Education Building.
USG President Everett
Gallagher made the nominations and all but one
were approved by the general assembly.
Gallagher nominated
Tom Krach, who currently
serves as senator from
District 5 (Kreischer/Conklin), for the cabinet's
national, state, and community affairs coordinator
position.
Krach failed to gain the
two-thirds majority vote
necessary for approval
from USG senators. Krach
needed 20 votes for a twothirds majority. The nomination was defeated by a
vote of 17 to 4, with two
abstentions.
GALLAGHER MUST
Cindy Bashore
Linda Bogot
Carolyn Brady

make a new nomination at
next week's meeting. He
may nominate Krach a
second time. He urged all
those representatives who
had reservations over
Krach's nomination to discuss them with him before
the next meeting.
Gallagher nominated
Marc Friedman for the
Edition of treasurer, Lese Welch for public relations coordinator, Karen
Washbush for academic
affairs coordinator and
Andy Longo for student
welfare coordinator.
All of these nominations
were approved by the general assembly.
Gallagher also appointed
Howard Ishiyama to the
newly created, non-cabinet
position of representative
to the Ohio Student Association. Since this is not a
cabinet position, it does not
require approval by the
general assembly.
Gallagher also announced that he would be
making appointments for

six USG representatives to
serve in the Faculty Senate. He invited all interested representatives to
contact him.
IN HIS REPORT to the
general assembly, USG
Vice President Mark Dolan scolded representatives who did not meet the
deadlines set forth at last
week's meeting for submitting committee chairperson and committee
member recommendations to the USG office.
Also, Dolan announced
that plans for the legislative retreat scheduled
for September 25 and 26 in
Lakeside, Ohio were near
completion. The retreat
will emphasize planning
and rules of parliamentary
procedure.
Campaigning will begin
Monday for district representatives. The deadline
for petitions is September
15 but those wishing to run
may still pick up the peti-

■m

Lynne Donley
Debbie Durbin
Holly Eisenhour

Patty Burell
iIIIV DeBlaw
Connie Dinovo

ALPHA

CHI

OMEGA

tions in the USG office, 405
Student Services. Elections will take place September 21 and 22.
In open forum, Dolan
voiced his concern over the
electrical outlet problem
on the third floor of
Harshman-Bromfield.
AN APPARENT short
circuit in a student appliance in one of the dorm
rooms in Bromfield caused

ALPHA Xi DELTA

short fused outlets in six
rooms, damaging several
residents' property.
Many representatives
echoed the vice president's
concern and vowed, with
Dolan's urging, to look into
the issue. Dolan, who also
serves as chairman of the
Student Consumer Union,
said he believed that this
was an area where student
government could definitely have an impact.
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Judi-Marie Hintz

Elizabeth Horning
Nicole Karageorge
Judy Kemer
Keri Kissack
Pam Kuzeus
Pam Lacroix
Denise Lauelle
Julie Marcum
Mary Cay McNamara

Come to our first
*
Informational Meeting *
Sept. 14 9:00 p.m.
*
220 MSC
*

«»^
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THREE DAY PANT
SALE

Signups for

* STEAMBOAT
* SPRINGS
* COLORADO
* Jan. 1 - Jan. 9
% $100.00 deposit due

Dana Meister
Reggie Ruggiero
Patty S. Scott
Melissa Slanina
Michelle L. Starnisky
Patty Thomas
Peggy Vedda
Elizabeth Warell
Marcia Wahl
Patty Zidar
Pamela Zuppas

•ALPHA Xi DELTA PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
OUR 1982 FALL PLEDGE CLASS*

* BGSU Ski Club $
X
*
*
*

Leslie Harris

Susan Branie
Paula Brooks
Julie Calkins
Kimberley Sue Chiron
Betsy Ann Cline
Deborah Dean
Jenni Debord
Kathleen Fertal
Laurie Fuschino
Lori L. Gierken
Lee A. Griffiths

THURS«FRI»SAT.

ALL PANTS

Ski ya there! .
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announces their

NEW

BABY

LYRES

Debbie Fisher
Beth Flickinger
Mindy Foldenauer

Chris Lawrence
Mary Ledford
Lisa Markos
Kim McTigue
Lisa Morgan
Julie Needham
Julie Newcomer
Jill Purtell

Jenny Sauerland
Carol Shambaugh
Tracey Smith
Dawn Stookey
Robin Sweigart
Melissa Unland
Susie VanCuren
Sonia Winner

Cindy Fox
Jill Graffius
Joan Higbie
Denise Hopes
Kelli Kitchen

CONGRATULATIONS
and

The MISS B.G.S.U.
SCHOLARSHIP
PAGEANT

Welcome to the Bond!

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

Announcing Openings for
Committee Chairperson Positions:
— TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
—ASSOCIA TE DIRECTOR
—ASSOCIA TE PRODUCER
—FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
—CONTESTANT COORDINA TOR
' —CORRESPONDING SECRETAR Y \

Yes we have Cheenos

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Interviews are Mon. & Tues., Sept.
13th and 14th, 4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Sign
up in 425 Student Services.
Job descriptions available there.
For more info, call Keith at 2-2485.

Hours:
9:30-5:30
Monday - Sat
Tues Eve til 9:00pm

Get involved in this great
student-produced experience!

$

3521504MYLES PIZZA PUB3521504
Open For Lunch
Monday-Saturday

UflflAia ,

- Pizza -

9 inch Pizza
s

Coupon Good For

9 inch

Cheese
3.20
Each item
Expires Oct. 1, 1982 j added
55
On Delivery
Items available:

BATHTUB RACE BEERBLAST
Saturday September 11th
8:00 pm - midnight
Northeast Commons

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3.00 IN B.G. ONLY

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

2 Free Cokes

PHI KAPPA PSI

Visa Card
Master Card
Welcome

ji

• Reasonable Rates
» Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

20% OFF

12 inch Pizza

12 inch

14 inch

16 inch

4.25

5.50

6.75

.80

.90

1.15

Free 6 pack of Coke
with any

Double Cheese
Fresh Ground Beef
Fresh Real Sausoge
Thick Dough
Canadian Bocon
Real Bacon Bit %
Fresh Onions
Real Bocon Strips
Fresh Green Peppers
Green Olives
Block Olives
Fresh Tomato Slices
Hot Pepper Rings
Whole Wheat Dough
Mild Pepper Rings
Shrimp (considered as two items)

Coupon Good For

4 Free Cokes
Expires Oct. 1, 1982

Horn
Pepper on i
Plnapple
Fresh Eggs
Salam.
Mushrooms
Sauerkraut
Anchovies

14 inch Pizza

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO M.S.
Must be 19 years of age to enter ...
proper identification required

Expires Oct. 1, 1982

5 Free Cokes
On Delivery

16" (1) item or
more pizza
EXPIRES Oct. 1, 1982
(1) One Coupon Per Order

On Delivery

Coupon Good For

Myles Pizza
Pub
352-1504

!

I

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504

(1) One Coupon Per Order

i

EXPIRES Oct. 5, 1982

Free 8 cans of Coke
with any
16" (3) item or more pizza

Only (1) coupon
on any one order
Coupons cannot be
used on any specials

NO DELIVERY ON
BEER
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Ten deaths linked to French best seller
PARIS (AP) - On a midsummer's night in the
Loire Valley town of Tours,
27-year-old Patrick Bondy
killed himself by swallowing barbiturates. Near his
body lay a how-to-commitsuicide manual that has
become the most controversial book in France this

year.
Bondy, a former department store worker, had
been depressed and out of
work for nine months.
"The authors are criminals," Marcel Bondy said
after his son's death. "This
horror must be withdrawn
from publication."

He has joined psychiatrists, politicans, religious
leaders, suicide prevention
centers and others who
want the best seller withdrawn.
Based on the belief that
suicide should be painless,
the 276-page book entitled
"Suicide Mode D'Emploi"

WELCOME STUDENTS
• We are starting our 18th year.
• We are well known for our eggs,
omelets and pancakes
• We have weekday breakfast, lunch
and dinner specials.
• Our dinner choices include:
steak, shrimp, chicken and fish.

3*

• Our FREE banquet room seats 40

^

PH 352-4162

(In Front of Car Wash)
I '''"DONUTS ICE CREAM SANDWICHES
«LW <£«»•.*
Otter expires 9/17/82
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STUDENT PROGRAM
BOARD
Take part in the planning and
implementation of special events,
tournaments, and publicity at the SRC.

Cash and Carry Specials
Mixed Bouquets
Fancy Carnations
Long Stem Roses

$3.00
$5.00
$10.00

Myles' Flowers
Dairy Queen Bldg.
Facing Railroad Tracks

that pleads for life. But it uting copies of its
also recognizes that the pamphlet ''Guide to Selfright of suicide is an inalie- Deliverance" a year ago,
nable right, like the right but that how-to-kill-yourto work, the right to like self manual is available
certain things, the right to only on request from Exit
publish. What use is a right members of three months'
without the means to exe- standing and over the age
of 25.
cute it?"
Moreau said he has reThe Exit pamphlet lists
ceived about 500 letters four bloodless methods of
about the book.
committing suicide by us"In all my 20 years in ing non-prescription drugs.
publishing, I've never had It was held up for more
such a response from the than a year because Exit
public," said the 45-year- feared prosecution under a
old Moreau. "The bulk of 1961 British law that carthe letters are from elderly ries a maximum 14-year
people who want to know jail sentence for those conwhere they can buy the victed of aiding a suicide.
book."
In the United States, most
Most book stores in Paris states have similar laws.
British attorney, Gen.
stock "Suicide." But a
number of stores, espe- Sir Michael Havers, has
cially in smaller towns, nht a high court ruling
sclare Exit's sales of
have refused to sell it.
Several French newspa- the pamphlet illegal. A
pers, magazines and radio hearing is due in the fall.
In France, efforts to ban
stations nave refused to
carry advertisements for "Suicide" are, for the mothe book.
ment, stymied. The Justice
The Ministry of Health Ministry, replying to a
says about 75,000 people Health Ministry suggestion
try to commit suicide in that the book's 'Tecipe"
France each year and chapter be outlawed, has
about 10,000 succeed. No said "Suicide" violates no
statistics yet indicate if French law.
that number has increased
"There is nothing now in
since the publication of the penal code that justi"Suicide."
fies that this text be forbidExit, a British euthana- den or seized," said a
sia society, began distrib- Justice Ministry official.

Alpha Ta u
__ Omega
en
Rush Dates
CD

CD
CD

CZZI

CD
CD

Thursday, Sept. 9
7:30 p.m.

Pizza Party with the brothers

MANAGEMENT
CLUB
Organization Night
(Information and Officer Elections)

Thursday, Sept. 16
8:00 p.m.
126 West Hall

Questions?
Come to the First Meeting
Monday, September 13 8:00 PM
SRC Conference Room
Be A Part of It!!!

J

THE GETAWAY 998 S. Main.

Hours lues ihruSol 7am to B pip
Sun 8 o in >o 3 p.m. Closed Mon

4.
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Free Small beverage w/Purchase
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BOWLING GREEN OH

Student Recreation Center

choose death, the history of
suicide, the alternatives to
suicide, and where and
how to commit suicide.
Claude Guillon and Yves
Le Bonniec, the Parisbased journalists who
wrote the book, refuse all
requests for interviews.
They say everything they
have to say about suicide is
in the book.
"I expect this book to
make about $210,000 this
year and about $360,000 in
the next five years," says
its publisher, Alain
Moreau.
He says about 10 suicides
have been linked to the
book.
"I feel no remorse,"
Moreau said during an interview. "This is a book

Five Hot Sandwiches to Choose From

Clock Restaurant and Pancake House
L J

The Roman Catholic
Church has condemned the
book, as have suicide prevention centers ana a
French organization of
people who nave survived
attempts to kill themselves.
"Suicide", published in
April, has sold 50,000 copies in five months and has
been on the French nonfiction best seller lists for
the past two months. It is
scheduled to be published
in West Germany and
Spain this fall. Publishing
houses in the United
States, Japan, Italy, Brazil
and Denmark are negotiating for the rights.
Its 10 chapters take up
such topics as suicide and
insurance, the right to

STOP IN & TRY A
f SANDWICH *,
rf*

• We have 12 varieties of sandwiches.

412 EAST WOOSTER

(Suicide Operating Instructions) contains 50 recipes for lethal "cocktails"
that guarantee a "gentle"
death.
"This book is bad for
depressed people with suicidal fantasies who are
seeking help," said psychiatrist Jean Pierre Soubrier, whose 60
Eublications on suicide
ave earned him the name
"Monsieur Suicide" in
France. "Nine out of 10
people who try to kill themselves don't want to succeed."
French Minister of
Health, Jack Ralite, has
urged the book be banned.
So have the nation's largest medical, pharmaceutical and consumer groups.

( appaqoWo'.
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Searching ior the pick of the
Pappagallos- Feast your eyes
on our prettiest casuals ever!
Truly delectable treats for
discriminating fun fashion
lovers

Membership Sign-up at
B.A. Building Lobby

CASINO
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JoAnn's

September 10 and 11
8 p.m.
September 12.. 3 p.m.
Kcbacker Hall
Box Office open weekdays. 10-2
for ticket information call 372-0171
A University community production presented by

I odes Aocxxe" & Accessces
10M S. MAIN ST.

BGSU College of Musical Arts and
Department of Theatre

Brigadoon
BGSU Students S1 00 OFF with ID

Admission
Every THURSDAY

TCOUEGEflIGH
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2S.

main st.
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ADMIT ONE
Good Friday or Saturday
No Cover Tuemday through Thursday
Doom open at 8:30 p.m.
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SPORTS

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo

BG kickers drill Oilers
by Kermit Rowe
sports reporter

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Bowling Green soccer player Kurt 0avis,(7), a sophomore midfielder, onboles past his
opponent and Richard Benham, (5), a freshman back, attempts to gain control of the ball
during yesterday's 21-0 drubbing of Findlay College at Mickey Cochrane field.

Austin beaten at Open
NEW YORK (AP) - Five-time champion Chris Evert Lloyd won the war of
attrition, roaring from behind to defeat Bonnie Gadusek 4-6, 6-1, 6-0 yesterday, while fifth-seeded Hana
Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia ousted
defending champion Tracy Austin 4-6,
6-4, 6-4 in the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships.
Lloyd and Mandlikova joined
fourth-seeded Andrea Jaeger and No.
7 Pam Shriver in the semifinals of
America's premier tennis event, being staged on the hard courts at the
National Tennis Center.
Jaeger came from behind to eliminate amateur Gretchen Rush 3-6, 6-1,
6-0 Wednesday morning, while
Shriver shocked top-seeded Martina
Navratilova, her close friend and
doubles partner, 1-6,7-6,6-2 last Tuesday.
Shriver will take on Mandlikova in
one semifinals pairing, while Jaeger
will play Lloyd, who has reached the

semifinals in each of the 12 years she
has played in the U.S. Open.
In a men's quarterfinal match yesterday, third-seeded Ivan Lend! of
Czechoslovakia easily eliminated
Australian Kim Warwick 6-4, 6-3, 6-1.
Lendl, who has earned a record single-season $1.2 million so far this year
but has never captured a Grand Slam
title, will play the winner of the John
McEnroe-Gene Mayer match in the
semifinals.
McEnroe, the top seed and defending champion, played Mayer, seeded
sixth, in a night match.
Gadusek and Lloyd opened their
quarterfinal match with long rallies,
several points taking more than 30
strokes. The Pittsburgh, Pa., native
who now lives in Largo, Fla., proved
to be the steadiest from the baseline
as Lloyd repeatedly concluded their
long points with unforced errors.

Detroit's Sims returns
to Lion's training camp
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) - Running
back Billy Sims returned to the Detroit Lions yesterday, ending his summer-long holdout, and was on the
practice field for the first time this
season.
Sims, an All-Pro running back,
walked in to the National Football
League team's training camp about
\Vi hours late for a team meeting.
Sims had promised to end his holdout after a private meeting with Lions' owner William Clay Ford. That
meeting was held last Tuesday, but
late that night, Sims appeared to be
hedging about returning to the team.
When Sims was not on hand for the
9:30 a.m. meeting, the disappointment was evident on Coach Monte
Clark's face.
Clark had driven out to Sims' condominium late Tuesday night and had
been reassured by the 1979 Heisman
Trophy winner that he would report,
ending a holdout that began July 29
over a contract dispute.

Late Tuesday night, however, apparently after assuring Clark he
would report, Sims talked by telephone with attorney Gerald Tockman
In St. Louis and decided not to report.
Sims said Tockman has suggested
arranging another meeting with
Ford, this time with Tockman and
Lions attorney Ted Nash present, to
put Ford's verbal promises into writing. In return, Suns said he would
agree to sign a paper promising not to •
become a free agent.
Sims, who never reported to training camp, contended that General
Manager Russ Thomas reneged on a
handshake promise to negotiate the
fourth, or option, year of his contract
after Sims' first two years in the NFL.
Terms of the NFL Players Association agreement with club owners prohibit teams from negotiating with
players since the expiration of the
collective bargaining agreement July
15.

To say that yesterday afternoon's
season-opening soccer game between
Bowling Green and Findlay College at
Mickey Cochrane field was a mismatch would be a gross understatement.
One could tell by just watching the
first three-and-one-half minutes of the
match, in which BG co-captain Neil
Ridgway and striker Mladen Medancic scored two quick goals, that this
was not going to be a close game.
When the game finally, mercifully
ended, the Falcons had broken several team scoring records en "rout" to
a 21-0 win.
Never in the 17-year history of BG
soccer had there been such a onesided game. There has never been a
game that came even close to yesterday's chaos. Consider the team scoring records that were reset
yesterday:
• most goals in one game, 21 (previous
record, U vs Toledo in 1981)
• most assists in one game, 10 (previous record, 9 vs Toeldo in 1981)
• most points in one game, 52 (previous record, 41 vs Toledo in 19811
• widest margin of victory, 21 goals

(previous record, 11 vs Toledo in 1981)
You might say that it was a fine
way to kick off the 1982 campaign, at
least that's the way BG interim head
coach Tim 0' Sullivan saw it.
"YOU REALLY can't complain
about a game like this one," said O'
Sullivan, who is filling in for regular
Falcon field boss Gar)' Palmisano
until he returns from a personal leave
of absence. "I really see this as an
attitude builder because we were successful in what we tried to accomplish.
"We accomplished our two major
goals for the afternoon. One was to
change the Mint of attack throughout
the game. And the other was to keep
possession of the ball for the majority
of the game."
Actually, the visiting Oilers pretty
much held their own for awhile after
the two quick goals by Ridgway and
Medancic. The score stayed 2-0 until
midway through the first half when,
starting at the 22:11 mark, the Falcons lumped together four goals in the
next five minutes.
SENIOR DON POPP started the
blitzkreig with a beautiful goal from
the far right corner of the field which
deflected off the fingertips of Oiler
goalie Lazaros Kakoutsis and finished

it five minutes later with an equally
impressive head shot into the left
corner of the net.
Another penalty kick by Ridgway
(the third of three for him on the
afternoon) and goals by senior Archie
Edgar and freshman Mark Johnson
put the Falcons on top 9-0 at halftone.
One goal by Medancic and two
more by senior striker Bob Theophilus, all coming in the first five minutes of the second half, and the crowd
of about 100 started to thin out fast.
The BG defense, led by seniors Joe
Koury at goalie and Charlie Thomas
at sweeper, was just as impressive as
the offense as they allowed but two
shots on goal (the first Oiler attempt
not coming until the 20:23 mark of the
first half). Backup goalie Kim Bucher
handled the net chores in the second
half to combine with Koury for the
shutout.
"I was placing restrictions on them
in the second half and they we still
able to overcome them," said O'Sullivan, who probably never dreamed
that his first collegiate head coaching
victory would be so lopsided.
The next game for the Falcons will
be at home this Saturday against
Central Michigan. Game time will be
2 p.m.

Football team to determine attendance
Let's put the whole situation in
perspective.
First off, the phrase "All the Way
for Division I-A" is a bit on the
tiresomely simple side. Putting it
bluntly - it's corny.
Every time I and my fellow
writer, Joe Menzer, heard the
public address announcer coin that
phrase to the 19,000-plus crowd at
Doyt Perry Field last Saturday, a
chilling feeling of embarassment
traveled the length of our spines.
We chuckled.
Mind you, it was not a chuckle of
disapproval upon the hard work
that new Athletic Director Jack
Gregory has done concerning the
Siush to arouse the interest of the
ans and regain the status of
Division I-A to the University's
football program.
Gregory should be commended
for his public relations techniques,
for they truly have aroused new
interest in the Falcon program.
However, hearing that phrase over
and over again last Saturday, I
couldn't help but think that the fans
themselves may get fed up with it.
And quite possibly the whole idea
that Gregory and the athletic

department have been working for.
IT COULD become a selffulfilling prophecy of sorts (to
borrow a chapter out of Sigmund
Frued's written works).
Conceivably, the heavy push to
averagel7^)0IHansatthefive^^

SIDELINE
by Keith Walther
assistant sports editor
—^^———^——
home football games to reestablish
the I-A ranking, may cause
boredom to set in. The hoopla
surrounding all this may have fans
electing to stay away on Saturday
afternoons.
Sure, it's all fine and dandy to let
it be known to the fans the need for
their attendance. However, the
bottom line is that these fans, for
the most part, are not going to
attend just for the sake of
attending. Something has to draw
them to the games - something

besides catchy phrases.
This "something" has got to be
the football team itself. Face it, if
people can't get interested in a
team that won five of its last six
games a year ago - and then
crushed its first opponent 40-0 last
Saturday - then no Band Day, free
popcorn day, free tuition day, or
anything else is going to lift their
attentions and open their wallets to
buy a ticket for the game.

may just be what the proverbial
doctor ordered. They could, on
their own merit as a fine collegiate
football team, draw the necessary
amount of fans. Not to put pressure
on them, but the status of BG
(Division I-A or I-AA) rests on
their shoulders. It will not be
determined by cheers, phrases, or
card sections i although all the
aforementioned are valuable).

Gregory is not this reporter's
main target for ridicule. I have no
such target. I'm simply stating
that if the teams themselves don't
draw the fans in, then a lot of
S'gon and rah-rah could prove to
rather self-degrading in the end.

A coach can give a lengthy pep
talk to his team. But if his team is
terrible, then they are not going to
come out on top. So it is with "All
the way for Division I-A." It's just
a slogan. A foundation to generate
enthusiasm. That's fine. But the
true source of fan support can only
come from having a winning team.

TRULY, THE quality of sports
played at this University should be
enough to draw crowds of
considerable sizes. But I wonder
how much faith is given to the
Falcon football squad to draw the
fans in. It seems that more faith is
being exhibited to advertisements
and broadcast messages exorting
fans to "go all the way for I-A."
^usyear^sFalcoiuootbalHeain

In the past, the Falcons have
been struggling to win on the
gridiron. This year's version of the
team may make believers out of
doubting fans.
It is my believe that, if those
doubters experience first-hand a
Falcon football game this year,
then the attendance figures will
take care of themselves.

Reds have high hopes for Redus
CINCINNATI (AP) - Outfielder Gary
Redus, who batted the Indianapolis
Indians to the American Association
championship, has been promoted to
the struggling Cincinnati Reds. But
Redus says he hopes people don't
expect too much of him right away.
I don't want people to think I'm
going to hit .900. If I do the job, I
expect to be out there. If I don't do the
job, I expect to be right here (on the
bench),' said Redus, who joined the
Reds last Tuesday.
At Indianapolis, Redus hit .333 with
24 home runs, drove in 93 runs and
stole 54 bases. He was the club's most
valuable player despite a slow start;
he hit .104 in April.

"He just came on all of a sudden,"
said George Scherger, the Indianapolis manager who joined the Reds as a
coach when the Indians' season
ended. "He started to make contact
and he turned out to be a real good
outfielder this year."
In his first major league game last
Tuesday night, Redus washitless in
three times at bat. But because of his
power and speed, the Reds are convinced that Redus is a future star.
"He can sneak by .300 just with his
legs, just hitting high choppers," said
batting coach Ted Kluszewski.
"You've got to be excited about him
because he can do so many things.
He's like (Paul) Householder; they

can run and they can hit and they've
got power. They re an exciting type of
ballplayer when they're hitting.''
Redus got the Reds attention soon
after signing in 1978. He hit .462 in 68
games with Class A Billings, Mont.
He floundered his sophomore year,
hitting. 174 in 36 games with Nashville
and .278 in 83 games with Greensboro,
rebounded to .301 in 1980 at Tampa,
then dropped off to .249 last season
with Waterbury.
Despite his slow start at Class AAA
Indianapolis. Redus knew he was on
track to the big leagues this year.
"The hits just weren't falling. But
we were winning and I was playing
good defense, so I didn't get down on

myself," he said. "I just started to try
some different things, and one day I
started trying to hit the other way."
Manager Russ Nixon, who inherited
the 52-86 Reds midway through the
season, managed Redus in Tijuana
last winter and said the 6-foot-l, 24year-old from Tanner, Ala., made big
strides in the Mexican League.
"I felt he unproved so much down
there," Nixon said. "I was counting
on him to have a good year in Triple-A
... and everything I've heard has been
pluses - a lot of pluses.
"I don't think he's a savour, but I
think he can add a lot to this club."
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NFL owners propose new pact

SPORTS BRIEFS
Bowling Green continued its' winning ways with
a 16-7 victory over the internationally touring New
University of Ulster, the
first victory in Falcon
rubgy history over a touring team.
BG's Mike Harrington,
playing in his final match
as a Falcon, opened the
scoring with two penalty
kicks in the first half, giving BG a 6-0 lead.
That lead was cut to 6-4
when Ulster's Mark Nolan

bowled over three defenders to score a try late in the
first half.
After an intial deadlock
at the beginning of the second half, BG's Mike Kelly
broke through the Ulster
defense to score a try. Harrington's kick upped the
Falcons' slim lead to a
more comfortable 12-4 advantage.Scrum half Dan
Reed notched BG's final
score.
A penalty kick by Ian
Millar ended the game's

SOUTH SIDE 6
Large Selection of
IMPORTED BEER
and WINE
Complete Party Supplies
and Ice

Corner of S. Main
and Napoleon

737 S. Main
352-8639

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone: 352-1195

"NOW RENTING"
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9-12 & 1-4:30
* EFFICIENCIES
* 1 BEDROOM
* 2 BEDROOM
* FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED

scoring but Ulster did attempt a last-second victory
by going overland, but the
try was blocked by four BG
ruggers and victory for the
Falcons was secured.
"The play of your (BG's)
centers (Mitch Leach and
Kelly) was an obvious key
to the match," stated
Ulster coach Ray Robinson. "They (BG) tackled
hard and ran hard and that
made all of the difference
in the game."
Forwards Brad Rossi
and vice-captain Marty
Moran were also praised
by their opponents. "They
move around well for big
men and they certainly hit
hard when they arrive,"
stated Ulster team captain
Phil Carson.
This week the Falcons
will host Sandusky on Sat-

urday at 11:00 a.m. at College Park. The BG match
will be followed by one at
1:30 p.m. between two of
the Midwest city rugby
powerhouses. Chicago and
Pittsburg. Chicago is the
current Midwest champions and came in fourth at
the recent national
championships held in
Berkley, California.
Bowling Green is now
sporting a 1-0 record for
the fall and a 28-4-2 record
for aU of 1982.
Anyone interested in being on Bowling Green's
women's track and field
team should be at an organizational meeting at 3:30
p.m., today, in the lockerroom on the west side of
the stadium.

GET INVOLVED!!
Prelaw Society
Organizational
and
First Regular Meeting
Monday, Sept. 13,1982

Inquire about special rates
Laundry facilities available
Gas heat
parly room
Swimming pool
Sauna
Game room
All Residents Ait Granted Th* Pritiltg* ol t Membfthlp
To The Cherrywood Hullh Spt

WASHINGTON (AP) - National Football League
owners, trying to avert a
threatened players' strike,
offered a scaled bonus system yesterday that would
ive players up to (60,000
tis year on top of their
individually negotiated
salaries.
The owners' plan would
give each player $10 000 in
bonus money tor each year
of service in the NFL, retroactive to 1977 and continuing through 1968. The
total possible bonus would
be $100,000 over 10 years.
Jack Donlan, executive
director of the NFL Management Council and the
owners' chief negotiator,
called the offer "a colossal
amount of money."

The plan does not, however, meet the players'
main demand for a fixed 55
percent of each team's
gross revenue and in effect
adds only $10,000 a year
more the next four seasons
to the pay proposal rejected outright by the NFL
Players Association in
July. Those proposed salary levels were less than
half what the union is seeking.
™ Under no circumstances will we include a
fixed percentage of the
gross,''Donlan said.
Ed Garvey, executive director of the NFLPA, did
not attend yesterday's 90minute negotiating session
and there was no immediate response from the

Pitt is the No.l college
football in The Associated
Press' first regular-season
poll. Now, the Panthers
will try to maintain that
ranking in their first regular-season game.
Pitt opens its 1982 season
tonight at home in a nationally televised game
against North Carolina,
which begins play with a
No. 5 ranicing.
In the initial regular-season poll yesterday, Pitt

received 33 first-place
votes and 1,082 of a possible 1,120 votes from a nationwide panel of 56 sports
writers and sporscasters.
Washington, which entertains Texas-El Paso in
its opener this Saturday, is
second with 16 first-place
votes and 1,007 points.
Nebraska ana Alabama,
third and fourth, respectively, behind Pitt and
Washington in the preseason poll, traded places, al-

AUDITIONS

FOR COLORED GIRLS

All are welcome to attend!

WHO HAVE CONSIDERED SUICIDE/
WHEN THE RAINBOW IS ENUF

ONE

MENZ

OPINION?
by Niozake Shange. October 27—30. A passionately feminist
spellbinder that captures the inner feelings of today's black
women and goes beyond that to achieve its own kind of
universality. A poignant, gripping, angry and beautiful
theatre work. DIRECTOR: Dr. John S. Scott.

I souna nssociaties I

pensation system governing the signing of free
agents.
Players have said the
current system, calling for
a team signing a free agent
to compensate the player's
former team with high
draft choices, has effectively discouraged the signing of free agents,
restricting a player's
movement from one team
to another.
Under the plan offered
yesterday, a veteran entering his fourth year In the
league and offered $89,000
by a new team could be;
signed without compensation to his former team.'
Currently, a No. 1 draft
pick would be required as
compensation.

Pitt still #1 in AP gridiron poll

7:00pm Taft Room
Student Union

Do you read

union.
The bonus money, labeled career adjustment
pay by the owners, would
cover a player whether he
is listed on the active, inactive, injured reserve or
physically unable to perform, lists.
A veteran player entering his sixth year in the
league would receive a
$60,000 bonus. A rookie,
carried on an NFL roster
for the first time this fall,
would receive $10,000.
All bonuses would be
payable within 15 days of
the signing of a new collective bargaining
agreement.
The owners' newest DrcCl also revises the
_ je's first refusal-com-

ceiving 722 points.
Oklahoma and Southern
California held onto ninth
and 10th places with 593
and 573 points, respectively. Both open this Saturday - Oklahoma against
West Virginia and Southern Cal against No. 11 Florida.

though neither has yet
played. Nebraska, which
opens this Saturday
against Iowa, received two
first-place votes and 918
points, while Alabama,
which opens against
Georgia Tech, received
two firsts and 916 points.
North Carolina remained in fifth place, getting two first^place votes
and 825 points, while
Georgia, which beat defending national champion
Clemson 13-7 last Monday
night, jumped from seventh to sixth with one first
and 811 points. Clemson
fell from flth to 16th.

Behind Florida, the Second Ten consists of Michigan, Arkansas, Ohio State,
Arizona State, Clemson,
Texas, UCLA, Miami and
Notre Dame.
Florida nipped Miami 1714, while Arizona State
whipped Oregon 34-3 last
Saturday. The others have
yet to get under way.
The preseason Second
Ten consisted of Clemson,
Michigan, Arkansas, Ohio
State, Miami, Florida,
Texas, Notre Dame, Arizona State and UCLA.

Penn State, a 31-14 conqueror of Temple last Saturday, got 731 points and
moved from eighth to seventh. Southern Methodist,
which opens this Saturday
against Tulane, slipped
from sixth to eighth, re-

For the exceptional in cards, records,
gifts, etceterah, rah, rah!

SEPT. 13. 14, 15 — CALLBACKS
7:00 PM
405 UNIVH

Quality Music, Computer Systems, and [Service)
Scripts available in Room 322 South Hall, Theatre Office.
Students must leave Student ID to check out script. Scripts
available for a 24-hour period only.
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iThis is just a sample of the many quality items on sale in our huge inventory!!
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Tenant Pays

I *6 PK. CANS* }
:COKE
$1.29

Only Electricity
John Newlove Real Estate

I ICE COLD BEER |

Heat Included

$99/

List $13.68

518 E. Wooster

Very Spacious

$299'

249

Forest Apartments

Office located at
319 East Wooster St.
Call 354-2260
or

352-6553

| ICE 7 lb. bag 75C
I
|
t

Rackateers
Dairy Queen Bldg.
434 E. Wooster

EVERY THURSDAY IS

College I.D. Night j
Bring your I.D., Get in Free j

GREAT]
AUTUMN

HAIRSTYLE 1

SALE!
\
At Command I

Performance :
in Bowling Green! i

Our famous shampoo, j
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
CReg. $14)
NOW ONLY $101 »
Adt'l BIG SAVINGS •
on permanents and 2
all salon coloring! 2

Tel. 352-6516 ■

£

To Move Together
■wt

^7\

-^SSSr

(7\

k

Hours: 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun !
HURRY!

Sale Is for
2
LIMITED TIME •

•■•■•■*■•■•*«&•■•■•■»-*
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Students can appeal tickets i WOMEN for WOMEN
Orientation - Business Meeting

by Karen Kelly
staff reporter

mon violations, Giampetro
added.

Of the parkins violation
tickets issued last year,
about 60 to 65 percent were
issued to students. Jean
Yarnell, director of Parking Services, said Wednesday.

To appeal a ticket, a
student must first fill out a
written appeal form. The
form, which can be obtained from Student Court
or Parking Services, must
be completed and returned
to the Court's offices, located at 405 Student Services Building.
On the average, the
court hears between 20 to
30 cases per week.

Of this number, most are
unaware they can appeal
their tickets to the Student
Traffic Court, Andrea
Giampetro, chief administrator of Student Court,
said.
Failing to register vehicles and parking in fire
lanes are the most com-

petro said. "Each student
is notified whether his or
her case has been accepted
or rejected."

judge."
"We encourage the student to attend their hearings," Giampetro said, if
the student cannot be present when their case is
heard, they are required to
have their appeal form notarized."
The decisions of the traffic court are usually final
unless there has been a
procedural error, Giampetro added.

The traffic hearing dates
are based on the date the
student filed an appeal,
Giampetro, a senior business major, said. The filing
deadline is Monday of each
week. Cases filed on or
before Monday will be
heard the following Tuesday and Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. in the courtroom.
"MOST STUDENTS ad"The atmosphere of the mit that they are guilty of
Student Traffic Court clo- the violation but they apsely resembles that of a peal on the basis of extenreal court," Giampetro uating circumstances,"
said. "We have a defense Giampetro said. "Those
and prosecution and a who demonstrate a legiti-

"AFTER THE forms are
received, the chief defense
counselor reviews each appeal to determine if the
student has a case," Giam-

Arabs negotiate
Middle East plan

Your Guide to
Entertainment and the Arts *

-H

($2.00 value)

10-5:30 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat

Presents
DOGS & DANCERS
NIGHT

endless
hotdogs

OTHER RENTALS
Houses
Efficiences
1 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

FEATURES
2 Bedroom • Furnished
Gas Heat & Air Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Bldg.
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space
Ample Parking

513 372 61 '6

HURRY!
Don't forget to sign up

H.alth Spa

for your favorite
MINI-COURSE

KE

■ALL RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVILEGE OF A MEMBERSHIP
TO THE CHERRY WOOD HEAL TH SPA 835 HIGH ST

*
*
*
*
*

Best MARGARITAS AROUND
HAPPY HOURS DAILY
4 p.m.-7 p.m. 10 p.m.-12 midnight

ENTERTAINMENT
Thurs.. Fri.. & Sat

354-3531

By

BATOKIT GRAF
Check our dally lunch and dinner specials

J
CALL 2-2343
*******************************

0 J>
*

eft

§*

CORNER of SECOR and SYLVANIA/473-0662

TONIGHT 7:30

KE

AND
Proudly presents

i

*
*
*
*
*

MEXICAN FOOD AND DRINK

1095 N. Main

sophisticated
Ladies of
Chi Omega

£**********************************************-

Cl Dorado

*.• Aerobics
J •Asian/Indian
♦ Cooking
♦ •Beg. Popular Guitar
*»Bike Maintenance,
♦•Caligraphy
♦ •Cosmetic Application
♦ •Dungeons & Dragons
J 'Fantasy & War gaming
J»Film Making
♦ •Frisbee/Hacky Sack
♦ •Juggling
"Photography
I'Macrame
«30 min. Gourmet
♦•Mixology
Cooking
*
*
STOP in the UAO office & register
*
♦
Fee required upon registration

no other discounts apply
Expires Sept. 17, 1982

KAPPA SIGMA

^.

PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Haven House
Piedmont Apts • 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place • 650 Sixth St.
Maple Grove -818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs. - between 6th & 7th St.

140 E. Wooster

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

APARTMENT COMPLEXES

#

jm

with the purchase of any
Hooded Sweatshirt or
T-Shirt

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

************* ***************** *

.

FREE
i BGSU Iron-On Transfer
■ FALCON HOUSE
[ Sportswear & Running Gear

Weekender

If the answer to that question is Yes I
JGREENE COUNTY SPORT "7S Monroes*.* i
PARACHUTE CENTER
^3?«S

amsricas
cb
(•Kir iscIsty y.

All positons on the court
are filled by student applications and approved by
the Judical Selection Committee.

The BG News'

Did you ever
/
want to Jump
Out of an airplane?|

Cancer
is only
a disease.

"Maybe it will go away."

•

Skydiving

They said
tuberculosis
was hopeless.
They said
polio
was hopeless.
They said
smallpox
|was hopeless. |

The Student Court is
comprised of the Traffic
Court and the Student Arbitration Board, which
handles cases that involve
alleged violations of the
University student code.

for information call 372-2281

* LOOK FOR
THIS FRIDAY'S EDITION OF

cluding a sovereign Arabruled Palestine in the West
Bank and Gaza - according
to the officials, who disclosed details of secret discussions at the Arab
summit here on condition
their names not be used.
The leaders took a break
from three days of intensive talks to attend a
folklore festival near the
Israel has rejected those summer palace of Morocco's King Hassan II at Ifconditions in the past.
The leaders were ap- rane.
proaching a consensus on
There were indications
proposing an unprecedented offer of mutual rec- that the drafting of a final
communique
was almost
ognition between Israel
and the Arab states - in- completed.

*

^ Thurs. Sept. 9
7:30p.m. ,
Faculty Lounge, Student Union

*

FEZ, Morocco (AP) Arab leaders will negotiate
a Middle East peace on the
basis of President Rea?an's initiative, but only if
srael recognizes the PLO
and the settlement includes a Palestinian state
incorporating east Jerusalem, officials said Wednesday.

Jump al Your Own Risk

mate reason for their violation will have their fines
reduced," she added.
Beginning Sept. 20, the
court will operate a hotline
at 372-2962 to answer questions concerning parking
rules.

"High Adventure Tour"
*
*
*

w /special guest: Jack Tempchin
*

*%BECA USE of the "Back to school Rush'%
*
*
|
there are great seats still left!
*
*

*
*
*

Get your ticket for the Sept. 18th concert
and we'll see you there.

t
*
*

*
Tickets available at Union ticket office.

LIVE ROCK & ROLL
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

TOLEDO'S
BEST ROCK
THURSDAY IS COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT

*
*
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Begin debate rejects plan again
JERUSALEM (AP) - A combative Begin also announced that just bePrime Minister Menachem Begin told fore he mounted the podium Israeli,
a stormy session of Parliament jets destroyed a battery of Syrian
Wednesday there was no chance Is- anti-aircraft missiles in eastern Lebrael would accept President Reagan's anon, where Israeli and Syrian troops
Palestinian plan and challenged the are massed for a possible new conopposition Labor Party, which sup- frontation.
EDrts the proposal, to an early elec- Begin said he was ready to go to the
polls next May or June, 2*6 years
on next year.
The debate grew so heated during ahead of schedule. Begin's Likud Bloc
Begin's reply that one opposition La- is outnumbered 50-46 by the Labor
bor deputy. Yossi Sarid, was ordered Party in the 120-member Parliament,
out of the chamber for repeated heck- and rules with a coalition of 64 seats.
Polls predict an outright majority for
ling.

the popular Begin if a vote was held Labor Party and two splinter facnow.
tions. An earlier vote on a separate
issue, the conduct of the war in LebBEGIN WAS unrelenting in his op- anon, was a narrower 50-40, reflecting
position to Reagan's proposals for the divisions in this country over the
Palestinian autonomy in the West three-month-old invasion that routed
Bank and Gaza Strip in association Yasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation
with Jordan. He rejected them, say- Organization from west Beirut.
ing they would deprive Israel of parts
of the West Bank, put hostile PalestinBegin accused U.S. officials of wagians in control and jeopardize the ing a campaign to oast him from
lives of Jews.
office. "This is intervention in the
Parliament endorsed his position by innermost affairs of Israel." he
50 votes of the coalition to 36 of the stormed. "Officials leak (informa-

"I want to tell the editorial boards conditions in Israel.
of The New York Times and The
He accused Begin of ruining IsWashington Post... you will achieve rael's image by making the Arab
the opposite of your desires with this League ministers meetings in Fez,
Morocco, seem "more moderate,
BEGIN CLAIMED Reagan's propo- more balanced and. I'm sorry to say,
sals deviated from the Camp David more sophisticated'' than Israel.
accords, the only peacemaking
Hillel said Labor also disagreed
framework Israel recognized.
with Reagan's call for a freeze on
Labor's Shlomo Hillel told Parlia- Jewish settlement construction in the
ment that Begin's insistence on ob- West Bank. But be said such setserving the letter of the Camp David tlements should go up only in strategiaccords had become "a scholastic cally vital areas, and not in Arabexercise" which ignored changing populated areas.

Palestinian evacuation force Humor invades the classroom
to withdraw from Lebanon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
three-nation force which oversaw
the Palestinian evacuation from
west Beirut, will begin withdrawing from Lebanon on Friday and
"the United States Marine continS;ent should be among the first to
eave," President Reagan said
Wednesday.
The president also announced he
is ending a deputy assistant secretary of state to the Middle East to
continue peacekeeping efforts
there.
Reagan made his announcement
after meeting for about 30 minutes
with Philip C. Habib, his special
envoy to trie Middle East. Earlier
in the day, the chief White House
spokesman voiced the administration's concern about a renewed
Israeli air attack in Lebanon.
Responding to questions about
the announcement by Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
that Israel's warplanes had attacked and destroyed Syrian anti-

aircraft missiles 18 miles east of
Beirut, deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said:
WE'RE EXTREMELY concerned about the reports of renewed military activity in the
Bekaa Valley. We reiterate our
strong view that all involved must
act with the utmost restraint."
"Such incidents serve to re-emphasize the need for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from
Lebanon," he saicT
Reagan emerged from the Habib
meeting to make a four-minute
statement to reporters in the White
House driveway. He disclosed the
imminent departure of the 800 Marines who arrived in Beirut Aug. 25,
and also announced he was sending
Morris Draper, deputy assistant
secretary of state for Near Eastern
and South Asian affairs, back to the
Middle East to push the quest for
an overall peace.

Clotuil.od role* ore 40c por line S 1.20 minimum. iOlD TTN 50c .-fro per
od Approximately 25 to 30 *poc»\ per line
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS luting, lor non proht public MTVtC* octivihet will b.
inverted OMCf tor tree and ol regulor role* thereofie«
Deadline lor oil litiing* i* 2 day* before publication oi 4 00 p.m Friday al
4 p m it the deadline tor the Tuesday edition
Clo.tif.ed form* ore available at ihe OC Hews office. 10* University Hall.

Final Falconette Tryouts
Tonight 10 00 pm
Ice Arena
Finance Club Social Gathering-Open
lo all business itiajO's-Tues Sept
14. 7 30 pm Cardinal Room ol the
union-Free Refreshments wd be
served
Gel Involved-Pre law society
Organizational and first regular meeting Mon Sepl 13 1982 at 7 00 pm
w\ the Taft Room ol the sludent union
Al are welcome) lo attend
JEWISH HfOM HOLIDAY INFO
Rosh Hashana laBs on Sat & Sun
Sepl 18 & 19. ft Vom Kippur on
Mon Sept 2 7 There are no High
HoWay services on the BG campus
Arrangements have been made by
Ihe BG Jewish Students Group to
transport students to services m Toledo H you are interested in a ride or
can otter a ride to other students
please can Nan or Bruce Heiaer.
eves unhl 10 PM. al 352-4719
The Jewish Students Group a also
holding a community break-last m BG
attar Vom Kippur on Sept 27 The
break-last wril begin at 7 30 PM ft w*
be held at the home ol the Oanskers
H you are interested m attending
please cat the Oanskers al 3526198 or Professor Densker at 372
2391 before Sept 23
Seminars-All are scheduled In the
second floor lounge of the Student
Services Building Tues . Sept 14.
9 30 Interviews
3 30 Resumes
Wed. Sept
15. d 30 Resumes
3 30 Interviewa

The FULL GOSPEL BUSINESS
MEN'S FELLOWSHIP of Bowling
Green. INVITES YOU (the general
public) to a banquet dinner meeting
Thurs.. Sept. S. 6:30 p.m. Elks Club,
Campbell Hill Rd. (across from Stadium.) SPEAKER! M.50 per person.
Call The Elks at 352-2149 for reservat ions.

LOST AND FOUND
Found- Smal square change purse n
Irani of AC BJOQ 372660?

SERVICES OFFERED

In the aftermath of-President Lincoln's assasination, joke tellers were
often heard to say, "Mrs. Lincoln,
aside from Mr. Lincoln being shot,
how did you like the play?"
According to Chris Geist, an associate professor in popular culture,
Eersons who tell sicK jokes-dead
aby, tragedy and family jokes, do so
as a way to deal more comfortably
with tragedies and deaths.
"There is a resentment toward
hearing about tragedies all the timeit bothers us," Geist said. "People are
uncomfortable with their own mortality. People have a tendency to react
by finding relief, by getting a little
humor out of it." he added.
These are hypotheses Geist has
found since he began studying sick
jokes last winter. Geist said the idea
came to him after reading a student's

Ann al interested men Rush Delta
Tau Delta tonile at the Presidents
Lounge (in the Ice Arenai Formal
athre requeed

0000

FRIENDS. QOOO

GOOD TIMES-Come Meet the Alpha
Sigs a Enjoy Hot Tacos
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH Alpha
Sigma PI* Tonight 7 30-9 30
Be an IndhHdual. Not a Mold!
RUSH PHI PELTS

RUSH KAPPA SIQMA TONIQNTII
CHI OMEGA DANCERS AND END
LESS HOTDOQS.

BIRTHDAY CAKES
JACK'S BAKERY
_ Across from Hjr^hmiiri
BRIOADOON BRIGADOON
BRIOADOON BGSU Students
12.00 with ID.
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
SIGMA NU SIGMA NU
COME LISTEN TO THE BEST
BAND ON CAMPUS
THE PHI MU WASHBOARD BAND
TONIGHT 7:30 TONIGHT 7:30

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Call 352 7305 alter 5pm

DON'T MISS OUT!!!
FRATERNITY RUSH
TONIGHT 7:30-9:30.

RUSH KAPPA SIQMA TONIGHT!!
CHI OMEGA DANCERS AND ENDLESS HOTDOGS.
HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
« PM » 8-10 PM OAILYHI!!!!!
ATO congratulates Chuck Saunders
on being elected to the Wood County
Democratic Party-Executive Committee

LIMITED

oT

BGSU Theatre
Bargain Book Sale
1982-83 Theatre
Admissions at 1981 Prices^
Five admissions for the price
of four. BGSU Student Bargain
Books ON SALE in the UNION Foyer
Sept. 7-10.13-14 from 11 a m-1 pm

STOP BY lo Meet The Brothers ol
Sigma CM Tonight al 7:30.

MaKE-ORATEFUL DEAD TOUR
PLEASE CONTACT MARY ANNPITTSBURQH, PA.

Cell Jim 353-7011

PERSONAL

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA TONIGHT!!
CHI OMEGA DANCERS AND ENDLESS HOTDOGS.

WSA PARTY SATURDAY - Sign ups
in 17 Witams Hal Anyone can sign
up
PARTIES - PARTIES - PARTIES
Book your special party In the
Topslder Lounge at MAIN ST. Sun.,
Mon. 4 Tues.- all nlte. Wed.. Thru..
1 Sat. anytime till 9 pm. Call 3523703. 352-0195 or 352-3975 for
details

Drop oft lor Long's Cleaners at
Jeans N' Things. 531 Ridge St.

Phi Tau's Even though the weather
wasnt great, the cookout al Ihe
quarry was first rate Thanks lor a
grett Labor Day Celebration' Love.
The AXO s

Go Greek1 Go Greek1
Al B G S U
Greek a the word

Poker Night
Lambda Chi
Delta Zeta Dancers 7 30 pm

GO SOUTH OF THE BORDER WITH
ALPA SIGS-TACOS-CHEER-ENTEHTAINMENT
7 30-9 30 TONIGHT

ROCK 4 ROLL WITH "AIRBORNE"
AT SAM B'S FRI t SAT.
10 PM-2 AM. NO COVER
RUSH ALPHA SIGMA PHI

PENDLETON MGMT
Village Green & Luther Apt
1 & 2 bedroom still available.
Buildings reserved for married adults
and/or graduate students.
Office: 480 Lehman Apt. 102
(by the bus station)

352-6167 or 352-2276

9FFER

ARE YOU
A MISSING LINK?

Then. Maeral niflhl
UB*cMi -llh cvrrfBi
• ■**■»■>■ rarer Mh SI.M

Wfflinfs a

SECOND BIG WEEK
■rsamrao*
ttiet we leave you
feeing 10 leet rae

ATRIDGCMONTHIGH

RICHARD DEBRA
GERE WINGER

AlDnJoeiiiiiKHigri ■

CwV»i.»J«
eeteWeot

GErYTIXMAJV

A "Missing link" caret about otfWt and shows It
by listening with on opon hoart. THE LINK it looking for volunteers to be misting links in people's
lives. We> will train you in critit Intervention and
retource skills.
TRAINING
•EGINJ

L

4* '**

Sept. 26th
h-Tor.
Sopt. 20th

Wood County % 14 hr
critit IffrewenWon
i ittmrtal it rvice

Call 152-5317
from BG area.

other Wood Co.
residents coll
l-eOO-472-14II,
or ttop In ot
525 rike, l.G.
to apply.

CLA-ZEL

K JM- Jk

GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
, AT A GREAT PRICE!! j
■ALL SEATS ANYTIME
.

^. I

f%l
^liWRTfuiyfiyn

T)/itveifty

NOW SHOWING1
OX OFFICE OPENS AT 8:00

SCOT* BA16
WILLIE AAMEJ

You May
New Stop)
Laughing
UMEftN

IK
CHEVY^

rmamEus CHASC

(S"

Special on Tennis S Raquetbel Raquels Restringmg reg SI2 50. now
S10 I09N Main The Looter Boom

Sunday Breaklast Bullet
9 2 pm
S3 25
CORNER KITCHEN
183 S Man
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA
PHI INVITE ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO GO SOUTH OF THE BORDER
TONIGHT AT
7 30
TACOS—
CHEER—UL' SISSES—ENTERTAINMENT. THINK BIG RUSH ALPHA
SM3'
THE BROTHERS OF SIQMA NU
WISH TO CONGRATULATE PHIL
POSER 4 LISA MAAG ON THEIR
LAVALIERING. BEST Of LUCK FOR
THE FUTURE.
The Slaters ol Gamma Phi Beta
would Ilka to welcome all their new
pledges Into Ihe house ot Ihe crescent moon. We love yall

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SECOND SEMESTER. LOW RENT,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 140 MANVILLE. CALL DEBBIE OR JOANNA
AT 352-5412.

1 bdrm turn apt Si 90 mo uM
except elec 3526S62 alter 5 30

Experienced Babysitter lor every
lues morning 8 30-1 1 30 in stadium

Down hall of house 328 Leroy (Cor
ner of Leroy ft N Enterprisei Exeat
lenl location ft cond 1 or 2 bdrme
furn ol unlurn Ideal for married
couple of faculty member 352-

view apt 354-2015
Ocean front Daytona Motel seeks
energetic sludent as campus rep (or
spring break trip Go free and earn
good money Resume Satan Motel
357 S Atlantic Ave Daytona Beach.
Florida 32018 attention Terry Abdo

Wanted 1 Graduate student lo share
apt close to campus Reasonable
Rent Call Hal 352 3814

Brown, wooden dresser gd
71 m x 30 in S30 00.

1 M rmle needed lor turn apt
tlOO'mo pkiselec 352 9343

1 MALE RMTE NEEDED
$10O/m 4 ELECTRIC. CALL 352
2322

Kingaue waterbed
Frame, mattress, liner, healer
$100 00 or best offer

To my Little Dlzzy-Congrata on becoming a turtle pledge. Anytime ya
need your shell scralched-iutt call

t M Roommate for a large 1 bedroom apt Can Terry al 352-1885
jneirpernive rent

60 Prevent, legally
62 Furniture style
63 Eastern
Europeans

3

46
48
51
52
53
54

i" *

■

Part ol 53 Down
Of a gens
Moleskin color
Dental work
Step
The Lone

1

o
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NYSE's relative
Magnitude
Scram!
Cakes'
companion
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Ranger's sidekick
55 Orbital point
56 Sari wearer
57 Golden calf.
for one
58 Bread spread

7

1

34

■
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4

17

U

ANSWER
G A S i ■' B 1
AL A
I A
S i M i N AH

1969PontiacCatalina
No rust, dean interior, low mileage.

14

33

1 M Student needed for large downhalt o( a house, across from Kohl Hall.
10 Share w/1 other M 352-7385

Portable Sony Color TV. 13 1/4 ■
Brand new with remote control $350
Can 352-8982 or 352-7190

Chantllly
Operatic prince
Typeof mullln
Neighbor of Pak.
Nasal features
Bakery item
St. Petersburg
resident
?

Efficiency w separate bedroom W.in
walking distance lo University
Can 352-ti 95

CM Ted 352-3991

1 M Student needed lor large downhalf ol a house, acroas Irom Kohl Hall,
lo share w'f other M 352-7365

1

Spacious 1 ft 2 bdrm apartments
CaB 352 1195

cond

The WSA Party on Sat the 1 tth wil
be a PRIVATE allair Sign up lor the
party el the International Office

DOWN
1 Scenic peninsula
In Canada
2 Wide-awake
3 Islands of the
South Paclllc
4 Grand
5
Khan
6 See 60 Across
7 Medleys
8 Signified
9 Fighting fowl
10 Play Ihe lead
11 Polish title of
respect
12 Broadway org.
13 Weather word
18 African lake
22 Large Inland sea
25 Zlrlvago
character
28 "
Miller."
Verdi opera
27 Clean the slate
29 Sign ol spring
30 Willow
31 Bus. env. abbr.
32 Loch

Half off 1st months rent when you
sign a 9 or 12 mo lease 1 bedroom,
furn. $200rr>o plus deposit, no
pets 3524131

FOR SALE: CANNON AE-1 CAMERA
WITH 50MM LENS. LIKE NEW.
CALL 3524005 or 372-2101 AND
ASK FOR DALE.

Need 1 male to till 4-man apt al
Campus Manor 352-9302 or 3527365 evenings

33
34
35
36
37
41
44

APARTMENTS
1 effic $145 mo & util . 2-2 bdrm
$285 mo ft util Deposit Lease NO
PETS 352 4285

FOR SALE

1 F RMTE NEEDED
6TH ST APT 11
S50OSEM CALL 354 1272

66 Observe
67 "...to letch —
of water"
68 Pasta dish
69 Holly oak
70 One ol Ihe
Philippines
71 Psyche's love

t bdrm plus cooking privtiedges.
avai now1 $t50/mo Cal 354-1783
or 3528100

Sales positions open Easy pi time
work, good pay $300 00-S400 00
wk possible Cai Dan 352-4343.
btwn 10-4

F rmle lor 1 bedroom apt . 3 houses
from campus Sept rent already perd.
move in now Call 352-1305 lor
more into

ACROSS
1 Sound ol
amazement
5 Symbol ol our age
10 Skirmish
14 Winglike
15 Helmet, to Horace
16 Lake, source ol
Blue Nile
17 Divinity sludent
19 Opposed
20 Vote ot a type
21 Toronto resident
23 Timetable abbr.
24 Kind ol baseball
game
27 Birthright seller
28 Contralto
Anderson
33 Book keeper
38 Soprano
Lehmann
39 Ta| Mahal site
40
as a pig
42 Bookie's business
43 Part ol USCG
45 Farm parly
members
47 Hemingway
49 "
go bragh"
50 Skilled performers
53 RR stopover
56 Riverside dwellers
rights

2 Bedroom s i Bedroom apt for rent
Call 352 7197

Position open with Toledo TV station
lor R-T-V-F sludent interested in
. learning all aspects ol a producers
work Part lime tor Fall & Spring
semester Must have transportation
Ca< Co-Op Office at 372-2451

For Sale Must Set
Yamaha
650 cc
Beautiful Condition. $1400 or best
oiler. Black 6 Chrome. Call Ted 3523991

Trlsha Agnew-Weteome to Delia
Zeta! You're the beat pledge

7365

Outdoor Educational Program for
Children near Cincinnati needa students In recreation, liberal arts,
environmental studies or social
work lor Spring semester. $100
week plus room 8 board. Interviews
will be on campus Sept. 29. Call Coop oHIce 372-2461 lor appt.

WANTED
Female rmte wanted lor 1982-83
school year Close lo campus Call
352-5711

Bar Maid. No eip nee Apply within
11-2. Friday only-Dixie Elec Co

THE WASH HOUSE * GAME ROOM
246-250 N. Main. Relax with our
video games a pool while you do
your laundry

me. Jim Bob.

For rent-2 bdrm 2 bin-furnished new
carpeliust panted, phone 3522323 or see apf at 400 Napoleon
■■337 no answer? See manager

352-8390

Watch lor the Song ol Praise Sale
Coming Soon
Village Preacher
S Main

SAE's Welcome bach, looking forward lo a great year Love. Mary
Beth
SIQMA CHI RUSH
SIQMA CHI RUSH
TONIGHT AT 7:30 PM

Attractive room m htstortc house
Female preferred
352-6880

Babysitter needed in my home
Various hours
Own trans prel

•"KIMBERLY LYNN SNOW"
I knew you could do it a Phi Mu
pledge you've become I'm proud ol
you and you're anxious, enjoy, go lor
it. and have lun-l know we won't lose
you. as a terrrllc W sis but our
Irequenl times ol gabbing. I'm surely
gonna miss-Good kick kiddo Make
the best ot the best1 Lo-George

Margie-i'm sure we'll share UNLIMITED experiences this year. Good
luck with everything Buttwheal!
Love. ALFALFA (KYI PS. How bout
breaklast

Delta Z s LOVE their new pledges1

FOR RENT

VISIT THE BROTHERS AT
DELTA UPSILON FOR
TUMBLING DICE RUSH
7 30
THURSDAY

Way lo go Gamma Phi. All our hard
work paid off, thlrly-three greet
pledges! And It couldn't neve been
done without the beat two' rush
chairmen, Lynne A Carol! You did a
super Qamma Phi Jobltl

Lee London Rider Baggies ft Rivet
Baggies. Denims end cords. Jeans
N' Things S31 Ridge St.

Customized T-Shlrts 4 Jerseys tor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fail Delivery.

Rush Pru Delta
Rush with the women ol
Aloha Xi Delia
Tonight al the Alpha Xi House
Sorority Row
All interested men welcome at 7 30
Come ana sec what we have to otter

DEPENDABLE
$475 negotiable
Please can 372-2601 or 354-2810

HELP WANTED

TUESDAY 18 GREEK NITE AT
SAM B'S!!'
» PM—MIDNIGHT

RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
SIGMA NU SIOMA NU
COME LISTEN TO THE BEST
BAND ON CAMPUS
THE PHI MU WASHBOARD BANO
TONIGHT 7:30 TONIGHT 7:30

Juke What appears lo be Ihe end
may realy be a beginning I known'
Only time will tel Love. Your roomie
KYM

Congratulations Lori Smith on tommg
Cru Omega1 ATO loves ya'

1-B0O-438-8039

IIUMITEP

Hanging plants 42.50. 44.00, and
45.00 at Jeens N' Things. 531 Ridge

Jamie Smith Another ADrVPhi Psi
lavalierxig? Oh well1 Congratulations
to you ft Chris Also congratulations
lo Jackie Kohl on her pro-engagement lo John Al least hes
closer this year'

Belated congratulations to Kim
Sherod on her springtime engagement & to Joanne Kuhn on her
spring OZ-Lamoda Chi lavahermg
Best ol luck lo both ol you Love.
Your DZ Solers

'daughter' a 'mom' could aak for!
DZ love A mine always 'mom' Kalhl.

RUSH DELTA UPSIION
RUSH DELTA UPSILON
RUSH DELTA UPSILON

IFC SPONSORED RUSH
"••TONIGHT""
HOUSES OPEN 7:3O-»:30.

FOOD,

ident Line Din was assassinated, was
WITH HIS study, Geist hopes to find
rekindled in a similar form when how the media affects sick jokes. He
President Kennedy was assassinated. said he wants to find out if there is
really a love/hate relationship toward
STILL TODAY sick jokes circulate celebrities, which prompts jokes
during tragedies, Geist said. He said when something tragic happens to one
he has already heard a joke about the of them.
hostages being held in the Polish
embassy in Switzerland.
When a tragedy befalls a celebrity,
After spending time analyzing it makes them appear vulnerablemany sick jokes, Geist has found their like us, he said. Making jokes about
style to be very creative. "It shows their tragedy, helps our discontenthow the folk mind operates," he said. ment and fear about our own mortalLike folklore, jokes are passed on to ity, Geist added.
other people, he said.
The spastic jokes-retarded, moron
In addition, Geist said the jokes are and pollock jokes, are a form of sick
like mini-dramas or one-liners.
S" kes, according to Geist. Jokes like
"In many cases," he said, "sick
e Helen Keller jokes are all interjokes are not passed as a cruelty."
related to the sick jokes - they're all
His findings already show a pattern
But Geist said he thinks some are poking fun at something that makes
for telling sick jokes over the years. cruel, particularly the dead baby us feel uncomfortable, he said.
"They afl seem to be formalized," jokes. He has found these jokes to be
Despite his expertise, Geist does not
Geist said.
popular with persons under 25 years find sick jokes very funny. In fact, he
The joke that circulated when Pres- of age.
said he finds them "very offensive."
firoject on sick jokes for an Introducion to Folklore class, which Geist
taught.
GEIST SAID his study includes sick
joke telling in this area and across the
country. He has sent notices about his
study to newsletters of the Popular
Culture Association and the Humor
and Interdisiplinary Association, hoping to hear of sick jokes circulating in
other areas. Students in one of nis
classes will soon begin to interview
area residents about their views on
sick jokes, he said.
With his study, Geist hopes to find
the significance of sick jokes in modern times, and their significance
throughout our culture.

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster 353-3281
Precision hakcirt only 49:00

St

Check out the Best
Fraternity System in
the Midwest BGSU S

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.

LIMITED OFFER. ..LIMITED OFFER

by Julie Thornton
copy editor

ATO welcomes Ben Harrington as ihe
new House Parent'

CLASSIFIEDS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Professor examines 'sick'jokes
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